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SUMMARY 

Thermal infrared imagery (8 to 14 micrometers) of selected areas of the North 
American Arctic above the 75th parallel was obtained at three different periods: early 
winter, midwinter, and early spring. Data runs totaling approximately 2500 nautical 
miles in length were made at altitudes ranging from 1000 to 20,000 feet. Environment
al conditions included: (1) daytime with solar altitudes from 2 to 27 degrees and the 
atmosphere ranging from very clear to very hazy, and (2) very clear to very hazy condi
tions during the dark season. Subjects covered included sea ice, coastal areas, inland 
areas, lakes, streams, glaciers, the Greenland Ice Cap, and the Ward-Hunt Ice Shelf. 
Questions arising from analysis of the imagery led to a winter experiment in which 
study was concentrated on the temperature differences that develop at shorelines, but 
a number of secondary studies were also conducted. Aerial radiometric data and photo
graphs were correlated with ground data which included subsurface temperatures in the 
soil, ice, and snow on both sides of a shoreline. 

A classification system for thermal features exhibited by arctic terrain and prelimi
nary criteria for seasonal maps was developed. It was found that: (1) a thermal condi
tion, named the "cold fringe effect," that allows the identification of areas where sea 
and lake ice is frozen to the bottom develops late in winter, (2) it may be possible to 
map snow depths from surface temperature on undisturbed ice, and (3) useful infrared 
data can be obtained under very hazy and moderately windy conditions. Secondary 
studies included solar heating effects and infrared transmission through haze. Numerous 
examples of thermal imagery are included. Appendices present basic principles; thermal 
and radiation properties of snow, ice and soil; data; and description of equipment. 



FOREWORD 

This work was originally presented as a doctoral thesis at McGill University, Mon
treal, Canada by Ambrose 0. Poulin. The research was performed while Mr. Poulin 
worked in the Photographic Interpretation Research Division at the U.S. Army Cold 
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire, and the re
port was completed subsequent to the division's transfer from Hanover to the Engineer 
Topographic Laboratories. 

Data collection started in 1963 on Project Bold Survey, a joint research program 
between Canada and the United States. At this time a considerable amount of work 
had already been done to advance the utilization of thermal infrared sensing of terrain, 
including snow-covered terrain, and the concept of coordinated aerial and ground data 
collection by an interdisciplinary team had been developed. These accomplishments 
were achieved through cooperative research between the University of Michigan and 
the U.S. Army Snow, Ice, and Permafrost Research Establishment (USASIPRE)* in 
the period from 1958 to 1962 under the leadership of J. 0. Morgan, C. D. Miller, R. E. 
Frost, J. N. Rinker, J. H. McLerran, and B. L. Hansen. However, it was only toward 
the end of this period that high quality detectors became available, particularly the 
mercury-doped germanium detector with sensitivity in the 8-to-14-micrometer (µm) 
spectral range. Project Bold Survey benefited from this earlier work and capitalized 
on the availability of this new detector. 

Numerous persons contributed to this project. Chief among these were Mr. T. A. 
Harwood, Defence Research Board, Canadian Coordinator; Lt. Col. R. E. Crowley, 
U.S. Army Standardization Group, Canada; Flt. Lt. I. A. Stevenson, RCAF, Chief 
Pilot; Flt. Lt. S. R. Langman, RCAF, Chief Navigator; Messors. J. 0. Morgan, D. F. 
Fisher, R. Lane, C. D. Miller, R. Send, and D. Fisher, University of Michigan, installers 
and operators of the infrared equipment; Air Crewman L. V. Cave, RCAF, aerial pho
tographer; Messrs. J. H. McLerran and V. H. Anderson, U.S. Army Cold Regions Re
search and Engineering Laboratory; and the 30 to 40 air and ground crewmen of the 
Royal Canadian Air Force. 

A second phase of the research was started at McGill under the general supervision 
of Drs. E. R. Pounder, F. Mueller, and R. N. Yong, members of Mr. Poulin 's advisory 
committee. This work was conducted from the base camp of the Polar Continental 
Shelf Project, Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, at Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest 
Territories. The Polar Shelf Project, through Dr. E. F. Roots and Mr. L. Laurin, provid
ed all logistical and flight support, and the U.S. Navy Oceanographic Office, through 

* USA SIPRE later became USA CRREL, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory. 
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Mr. W. I. Wittmann, provided travel funds for this phase of the work. Field assistance 
was rendered by Mrs. Lise Poulin. 

In the considerable time span since the start of Project Bold Survey, this work was 
benefited from discussions with many people. Primary among these were Mr. R. E. 
Frost, Dr. J. N. Rinker, Mr. B. L. Hansen, and Mr. R. Atkins of the Cold Regions Labo
ratory (Mr. Frost and Dr. Rinker are now with ETL); Dr. G. Zissis of the University of 
Michigan; Dr. P. Schwerdtfeger, The Flinders University of South Australia; Dr. G. 
Weller, University of Alaska; and Dr. P. Weatherspoon, Engineer Topographic 
Laboratories. 
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ON THE THERMAL NATURE AND SENSING OF 

SNOW-COVERED ARCTIC TERRAIN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Nature of the Problem. Remote sensing of terrain at high latitudes must take 
into account two primary environmental factors: long periods of darkness and long 
periods of essentially complete snow cover. Each of these factors limits the usefulness 
of photography, the most general method of remote sensing, as an all-seasons tool. An 
alternative to photography is thermal infrared sensing, a technique which produces a 
picture resulting from differences in energy emitted from the terrain. More precisely, a 
thermal image is a picture of surface radiance* patterns as modified by the atmosphere. 

The main reason for radiance differences from snow-covered surfaces is differ
ences in temperature, and surface temperature is the result of a moment-to-moment 
interaction of numerous environmental factors of variable relative importance. Some 
success has been achieved in the prediction of surface temperatures on other than snow 
surfaces through thermal modeling (Bornemeier, Bennett, and Horvath, 1969), and this 
procedure is useful for predicting approximate thermal contrast variations for given con
ditions and for assessing the relative importance of energy transfer parameters. However, 
the application of thermal models req_uires more information on the thermal and radia
tion properties of the materials in question and on the environmental history of the area 
than is commonly available for many operational remote sensing applications. When one 
adds to this a consideration of the atmospheric influence on irradiance at an airborne 
radiometer, the complexity of an analytical determination of irradiance to an accuracy 
compatible with the sensitivity of even a relatively crude scanner is overwhelming. With 
regard to snow-covered terrain, the snow itself, by virtue of its thermal and radiational 
properties, creates additional unsolved problems for thermal modeling (Horvath, person
al communication). Consequently, a more or less pragmatic approach is required, at 
least initially, to relate terrain and environmental conditions to a thermal image. This 
can best be done by blending the sciences of geology, physics, and meteorology with the 
art-science of image interpretation to develop an understanding of the thermal nature of 
snow-covered arctic terrain and how it appears in an aerial image. 

There arc important similarities between the interpretation of thermal imagery 
and conventional photography. If one has experience in the use of aerial photography, 
in relating the planimetric shapes of terrain features to properties of the terrain and in 
developing a reasoning process leading to a decision concerning the terrain, this experience 

* Definitions of radiometric terms are given in Appendix A. 
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is applicable to the interpretation of thermal imagery. However, although one's every· 
day visual experience provides a degree of natural comprehension of aerial photography, 
the interpretation of thermal imagery requires the development of observation and rea
soning processes based on the physical principles pertaining to infrared radiance patterns 
and their variations. 

Numerous questions might he asked as a prelude to a study such as this. To 
what extent, if any, are thermal patterns predictable? Do many or any terrain thermal 
patterns have a systematic variation resulting from predictable variables such as mean 
seasonal temperature, solar altitude, and hours of sunlight that is sufficiently persistent 
under most weather conditions to preclude obliteration by the relatively unpredictable 
variables such as wind, air temperature, humidity, and cloud cover? How does incoming 
shortwave and longwave radiant energy influence surface temperature and temperature 
differences? Do wind and drifting snow or wind alone usually obliterate most of the im
portant temperature differences? How does snow, with its partial transparency, low 
thermal conductivity, mobility, and variability, influence surface temperature? What 
are the best altitudes to image from for various purposes, such as sea ice reconnaissance, 
general terrain mapping, or the location of persons who may he lost? How does the at
mosphere influence thermal patterns and their recording from an aircraft? These are 
some of the questions considered in this work and answered to various degrees. Many 
additional questions could he asked, especially when individual earth science disciplines 
are considered. Answers to questions such as these are basic to establishing criteria for 
seasonal mapping, predicting the performance of fherma11maging systems under various 
arctic environmental conditions, planning data collection flights, and learning to use 
thermal imagery to study the arctic environment and to evaluate disturbances of the 
environment. 

The scope, complexity, and interdisciplinary nature of the problem outlined 
above make it quite presumptuous for one to think that he can provide all or even a 
large percentage of the answers, particularly in such a brief work as this. Nevertheless, 
if orderly progress is to he made it seems necessary for someone to consider the problem 
in as broad a scope as possible, at least initially, and to make observations leading to a 
useful degree of understanding of the thermal nature of snow-covered arctic terrain and 
the arctic environment as related to the acquisition and utilization of thermal infrared 
imagery. These ideas provide the basic theme of this work. 

2. Purpose. The purpose of this work is to develop an understanding of: (a) the 
thermal differentials that occur on the surface of snow-covered arctic terrain as perti
nent to the analysis of thermal infrared imagery, and (h) the arctic environment as per
tinent to the prediction of image quality and variations to he expected under various 
environmental conditions. 
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3. Scope. Through a cooperative research program, called Project Bold Survey, 
between Canada and the United States, thermal infrared imagery of a broad geographic 
and seasonal distribution was obtained and analyzed for the purpose of determining the 
general capabilities of infrared sensing as a way to explore and map arctic areas when 
they are covered with snow. One result was the determination of infrared's capability 
for detecting invisible coastlines (coasts of very low relief which blend with the adja
cent fast ice when covered with snow). But the fact that this detectability was variable 
raised questions regarding the utility of thermal mapping. Since shorelines are a funda
mental thermal feature, understanding their thermal nature developed as a high priority 
need for further advancement of arctic infrared sensing. Therefore, an experiment was 
designed and conducted at Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories, in which shoreline sig
nals were studied in some detail over an extended winter period. Other thermal phe
nomena were also measured during this experiment as opportunity allowed. Following 
this experiment the previously obtained imagery was reevaluated in the light of the 
knowledge gained. 

4. Factors that Influence Surface Temperature and its Observation. In the usual 
micrometeorological sense, surface temperature is often considered as one parameter in 
the energy balance of a natural surface. Vowinckel and Orvig (1963), for instance, put 
considerable effort into determining mean monthly values of surface temperature for 
their radiation balance calculations. For the purpose at hand, however, it has been 
found more useful to think of surface temperature as the end result of the energy bal
ance as affected by all the other environmental factors. This somewhat subtle distinc
tion, when considered along with possiDie varfatfons of emissivity, facilitates the visuali
zation of environmental processes necessary to the interpretation of an infrared thermal 
image. Inherent to this visualization is an appreciation of at least the qualitative influ
ence of the various factors which affect surface temperatures and temperature differ
ences. These factors are: 

Air above the surface: temperature, humidity, and wind speed. 

Irradiation: solar, atmospheric, and terrestrial. 

Snow cover: depth, density, continuity of air voids (presence of 
ice layers), albedo, absorptivity of short-wave radiant energy as a 
function of depth, roughness, and age. 

Subsurface thermal regime: temperature, temperature gradient, 
volumetric specific heat, thermal conductivity, and absorptivity 
of short-wave radiant energy at the bottom of the snow cover. 
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Generally, but particularly for snow surfaces, the two factors with the strong
est influence on surface temperature are air temperature and the radiation balance at 
the surface. This statement, with regard to air temperature, is apparently in disagree
ment with Lougeay (1971) who states that, "Air temperature has little effect upon the 
infrared radiant temperatures, except in as far as those processes of the overall energy 
budget of the environmental surface which control the emitted infrared radiation also 
control the heating of the atmosphere above the surface." Figure 1 is a plot of snow 
surface temperatµre versus air temperature* for a total of 231 measurements (Tables 
E7 and E8**) ~ade over a 7-week period at Tuktoyaktuk. The number of observations 
per point ranges from 3 to 25 with an average of 11. Figure 1 indicates that air temper
ature is in fact a first-order factor influencing surface temperature. Lougeay, on the 
other hand, attributes pis observed temperature variations primarily to differences in 
shortwave irradiation, but he does not give any air temperatures with which to compare 
his results. The disagreement between these two conclusions can be partially explained 
by the fact that most of Lougeay's measurements were apparently made on low albedo 
surfaces, soils, rocks, and turf, while the measurements at Tuktoyaktuk were made al
most exclusively on snow, and the low albedo surfaces would, of course, be expected to 
be more responsive to solar heating than would snow surfaces. In reality, the effects of 
air temperature and radiation balance are not totally independent. Consequently, their 
individual influences are hard to assess. The problem may be simplified by distinguish
ing between longwave and shortwave radiation balance and by considering noctural con
ditions separately from daytime conditions. 

a. Nocturnal Conditions. Although incoming radiation is greatly reduced 
under nocturnal conditions, radiation balance continues to be an important considera
tion regarding surface temperatures and temperature changes. It was found, for instance, 
that sharp changes in longwave radiant energy may cause significant changes in surface 
temperature, including reversals of relative temperature. An important result of a nega
tive (energy directed away from the surface) radiation balance when the wind is calm to 
light is that the air temperature increases rather sharply with height above the surface. 
This is a well-known phenomenon documented in any of the micrometeorological refer
ences. It is commonly assumed that the inversion is eliminated by any significant wind, 
but observations at Tuktoyaktuk suggest that this is not always the case, and evidence 
was found in the thermal imagery that also suggests that inversions at the surface may 
be maintained in the presence of a low to moderate wind. 

* 

** 

The term "air temperature" as used in this work means the temperature about 1 meter above the surface. Ideally 
it is measured in an instrument shelter and is often referred to as screen temperature. However, such a shelter was 
not used at Tuktoyaktuk. Rather, temperatures were measured with a glass thermometer hung in the shade. Con
sequently, they were subject to a small amount of radiation error which in general may cause them to be slightly 
warmer than a correct screen temperature. 

A letter prefix with a figure or table number refers to the appendix of that letter. 
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Fig. 1. Surface temperature versus air temperature for 231 measurements with a PRT-5 
(8-to-14-µm radiometer) at Tuktoyaktuk, N.W .T ., 12 March to 28 April 1969. 
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An inversion affects the pattern shown in a thermal image by causing 
the upper parts of ground features to appear warmer than the lower areas. Ice hum
mocks, for instance, might appear as warm spots and be mistaken for thinner rather 
than thicker ice areas. The extent to which this may occur under daylight conditions 
is unknown, but the daytime observations plotted in Fig. 1 suggest that significant in
versions over a snow cover may occur at this time. However, the radiation error in the 
air temperatures, as mentioned earlier, reduces their validity in this respect. Inversions 
are not limited to low altitudes; thus mountain tops are sometimes warmer than their 
bases. 

Another consequence of a surface inversion is that turbulent mixing by 
the wind brings this warmer air into contact with the surface and warms it. If, in addi
tion to being warmer than the surface, the air contains sufficient moisture to cause con
densation on the cold surface, additional surface warming takes place. On the other 
hand, if the air is relatively dry it may produce evaporation or sublimation and attend
ant cooling of the surface. 

These topics are discussed in more detail and illustrated in the following 
chapters. 

b. Daylight Conditions. When the sun is shining, solar radiant energy be
comes a very significant and, as Lougeay (1971) found, often dominant influence on 

-surface temperature-variations. The de_gree of heating depends on atmospheric clarity, 
solar altitude and incidence angle as well as on the thermal and radiation properties of 
the surface materials. Data from Bold Survey have shown that the influence of solar ir
radiation on thermal patterns may be either favorable or detrimental with regard to in
terpretation of a thermal image. As an approximation, it was determined that solar alti
tudes up to about 20 to 25 degrees may be favorable, while at greater altitudes the re
sultant surface heating is often excessive and may override other significant thermal sig
nals (Poulin, 1965). On steep slopes facing the sun it is very common for the thermal 
contrast created by solar heating to obliterate all details on the slope, particularly if 
bare rock or soil areas are exposed. 

c. Snow. In contrast to its high reflectance of shortwave radiant energy, 
snow is an excellent absorber of longwave radiant energy, and since this energy originates 
from an extended source (sky, clouds and haze) its effect is to produce a more uniform 
warming of the surface and a reduction of thermal contrasts. 

The influence of snow on surface temperature depends on its depth and 
thermal transmission properties. The conductivity of snow (see Appendix F) makes it 
one of nature's best insulating materials. The simple consequence of snow depth, there
fore, is that as it increases, the surface temperature is less affected by subsurface 
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conditions and tends more toward the temperature of the air near the surface. Thus, 
under cold conditions, gullies of ten appear cold in a thermal image because they are 
snow accumulation areas, and flat areas, such as sea ice, acquire a thermal pattern re
sulting from unequal snow distribution. 

One significance of age of snow cover derives from the time required to 
develop a thermal gradient. A new snow cover, including old snow redistributed by the 
wind, is essentially isothermal and consequently blanks out thermal differentials until 
subsurface gradient differences are reestablished, which time depends primarily on 
snow depth and density. Another consequence of age is the change in snow properties 
(grain size, structure, and density) which occurs with time and temperature and which, 
in turn, affects thermal conductivity, absorptivity, transmissivity, and reflectivity of the 
snow. 

d. Subsurface Thermal Regime. Many of the more useful thermal image 
patterns are the result of differences in the conducted heat flux produced by different 
subsurface conditions. These are the patterns that allow the identification of frozen 
and snow-covered water bodies, types of sea ice, hydrologic characteristics of winter 
streams, and areas of grossly different soil moisture. Evaluation of these patterns on 
thermal imagery depends largely on the pattern displayed and its spatial relationships, 
but often it is necessary first to evaluate the possible effects of the short-term factors 
such as wind, sky condition, and solar irradiation, which have a changing but immediate 
influence. This is one of the main topics discussed in the succeeding sections. 

e. Types of Atmospheric Conditions. From practical considerations of 
aerial radiometry based on the experience being reported here, atmospheric conditions 
may be divided into six basic types. In terms of increasing difficulty for infrared sensing 
they are: (1) clear, (2) hazy, (3) overcast, (4) scattered overhead clouds, (5) scattered 
clouds below the aircraft, and (6) undercast. A seventh type could be considered as any 
combination of these six. A clear condition is, of course, ideal for infrared sensing. 

Hazy conditions are caused by the presence of larger particles (water 
droplets and ice crystals) by which scattering (Mie) and absorption is added to the clear
air extinction. Haze may start at the surface, increasing or decreasing with altitude, or 
it may start at some level above the surface. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish be
tween hazy and clear conditions, since bright sunlight may be present at the surface or 
the stars may be seen, yet the horizon may not be visible and the sun or moon may be 
somewhat hazy. It is common in the spring to see clear, blue sky overhead and have ex
cellent visibility of the ground surface from an aircraft, yet have very hazy conditions to 
the sides. This condition does not hinder the acquisition of good infrared measurements. 
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The effects of an overcast (solid cloud layer above the aircraft) are to 
eliminate direct solar heating of the surface and, because of uniform irradiation of the 
surface by radiant energy from the clouds and diffuse shortwave radiant energy, to re
duce surface temperature differentials in general. If the density and temperature of the 
cloud layer are such that its downward radiant energy flux is equal to the upward flux 
from the surface, all surface signals are eliminated, but this is not a very common condi
tion. It is common, however, to have a cloud layer of varying density and temperature, 
with the result that the surface radiance varies (lower under thin cloud). When, for in
stance, the aircraft passes from clear to overcast conditions, the change in surface radi
ance is quite noticeable on a radiometric trace; an apparent temperature change of sev
eral degrees is common. 

Scattered or broken overhead clouds produce variable radiation to the 
surface, but more important is their variable influence on solar irradiation. The resulting 
surface temperatures become extremely variable, with temperature reversals occurring 
between some snow features in the transition from sunlit to shadowed areas. 

Probably the most chaotic thermal patterns occur when the sun is shin
ing on and through broken or scattered clouds below the aircraft. Such a condition 
over snow-covered terrain usually makes any infrared data unintelligible except as a 
demonstration of how variable the upward radiance from this compound source can he. 

An undercast (soliu Cloua iayer below the aircraft) may he thi{!k enough 
to obscure thermal variations on land areas hut thin enough to allow the passage of 
strong thermal signals, such as from open water. An area of broken sea ice, for instance, 
may emit a signal that has both a frequency and amplitude greater than that emitted by 
the cloud layer, and the mixed signal has characteristics different from either signal 
alone. On one occasion while collecting aerial data it was found possible from the re
corded trace of the radiometer (PRT-5) output to determine when we were flying over 
broken sea ice even though the surface could not be seen except for occasional openings 
in the clouds. 

5. Classification of Thermal Features. Probably the main characteristic of ther
mal signals is their changeability. It is appropriate, therefore, to classify them in this re
gard, such as primary, secondary, and tertiary for signals of decreasing temporal stability 
and positional repeatability. Such a scheme is outlined below. It is intended only to 
demonstrate a basis for classification and should not he taken as a complete system. 

a. Primary Thermal Features. Persistent features that occur in the same lo
cation each year, features that might he shown on seasonal maps. 

( 1) Coastlines. 
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(2) Lakes and ponds (or their shorelines). 

( 3) Areas of grossly different soil moisture. 

( 4) Perennial snow accumulation areas. 

(5) Glacial meltwater accumulations. 

b. Secondary Thermal Features. Persistent features which are not neces
sarily repeated at a given location. 

(1) Random areas of deeper and/or denser snow. 

(2) Disturbed areas (flooded areas, travel paths). 

(3) Ice type (new, first year, multiycar, etc.). 

c. Tertiary Thermal Features. Those which are subject to relatively rapid 
change, environmental effects. 

(1) Solar effects (terrain shadows, preferential heating, differential 
transmission below the surface). · 

(2) Wind effects (sensible and latent heat transfer). 

(3) Clouds and cloud shadow effects. 

Glacial meltwater pools and lakes, in spite of their implied impermanence, are 
included as primary thermal features because it is not uncommon to find them in the 
same location year after year. Also, as will be shown later, thermal imagery suggests 
that, like tundra lakes, some of these pools and lakes freeze to the bottom while others 
do not. 

Other classification schemes are possible, of course. Depending on the pur
pose, one may choose to classify images by shape, size, uniformity, magnitude, or even 
by the intensity of boundary gradients, for there is information in each of these charac
teristics. However, temporal and spatial stability seems a more generally useful classifi
cation criterion. It is based on the studies reported in the following pages, and it is the 
basis on which the succeeding three sections are organized. 

6. Project Bold Survey. As mentioned earlier, Project Bold Survey was a joint 
project between Canada and the United States. Flights were carried out during three 
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different winter periods: 19 through 23 April 1963; 28 November through 3 Decem
ber 1963; and 26 through 30 January 1964. In all, approximately 2500 miles of 
ground track were imaged from altitudes ranging from 1000 to 20,000 feet. 

Although ground data were obtained at some locations, Bold Survey data 
were mostly qualitative with regard to radiant energy differences and related environ
mental conditions, but the information was extremely valuable with regard to patterns 
of temperature distribution and in determining a capability to identify terrain features. 
One of the restilts of Bold Survey was the determination of infrared's capability to de
tect otherwise invisible coastlines, coasts of very low relief that blend with the adjacent 
fast ice when they are snow-covered (see Fig. 2). * It was also found that the detectabil
ity of shorelines varied considerably, which raised many questions regarding the utility 
of thermal infrared mapping in the Arctic. What is the relationship between the differ
ence in subsurface heat flux and the surface temperature difference on the two sides of 
the shoreline? Where does the thermal boundary occur on the beach cross-section? at 
the edge of the top surface of the ice? at mean sea level? where the lower surface of 
the ice meets the beach? elsewhere? How does the shoreline thermal signal vary season
ally and diurnally? To what extent is the magnitude of the shoreline signal predictable, 
particularly in the absence of local meteorological observations? What is the significance 
of these interrelated phenomena to the acquisition and interpretation of infrared imag
ery in general? What are the simplest weather observations which serve adequately to 
describe the environment for the purpose of predicting the suitability of mapping by 

-infrared? 

Since shorelines provide what are probably the most fundamental thermal sig
nals from arctic terrain, understanding their thermal nature developed as an obviously 
high priority need for the advancement of arctic infrared sensing. Thus, an experiment 
was conducted to help meet this need. 

7. The Tuktoyaktuk Experiment. 

a. General. Part two of this work was carried out at Tuktoyaktuk, North-
west Territories (Fig. 3) during the period from 25 February to 10 May 1969. It is re
ferred to as the Tuktoyaktuk experiment. (In subsequent references Tuktoyaktuk is 
abbreviated as Tuk.) The main purpose at Tuk was to make systematic observations of 
the thermal signal at a selected section of coastline during the period from midwinter to 
the onset of thaw in order to assess its variations and predictability to some useful de
gree. It is believed that this end was achieved and it is the main topic discussed in this 
work. An additional purpose was to study secondary and tertiary thermal features as 
opportunity allowed. Results from the Tuk experiment are presented where most 

* All of the thermal images in this work are positive prints. Therefore, areas of higher radiance appear as lighter tones. 
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Fig. 3. Location map for Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories. 
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appropriate in the following three sections along with selected imagery from Project 
Bold Survey. 

The area selected for study at Tuk is shown in the air photo mosaic in 
Fig. 4, where the white line marks the line along which aerial and ground measurements 
were made. The point labeled "O" is the zero point for all measurements along the line, 
and it is the point at which the soil temperatures were measured, the thermocouple 
string having been placed on 26 September 1968, prior to freeze-up. Figure 5 is a 
ground view of the beach in the vicinity of station zero, which is approximately 1 m 
above mean sea level. 

Data collection and site development started on 5 March. However, 
aerial work did not start until 20 March, and only a limited amount of useful aerial data 
were acquired before 12 April as a result of aircraft availability and instrumentation dif
ficulties. This flight program precluded the acquisition of all the data that had been 
planned, but this turn of events left time to look at other phenomena of interest that 
had been identified from analysis of the Bold Survey data and from theoretical consider
ations. Time and circumstances allowed only preliminary investigation of these phenom
ena, but the results were useful in furthering their understanding in terms beneficial to 
the analysis of infrared imagery. These secondary subjects included the temperature 
variations associated with snowdrifts illuminated by the sun, variations of snow thick
ness on sea ice, cooling and heating rates of a snow surface on which shadows were cast 
and removed, and near st.'l'fa<:e air temperatur~ profiles. Ex-.:ept for-the latter; ihese 
measurements were made with the PRT-5 radiometer, which is described in Appendix F 
along with the other equipment used. 

b. Meteorological Data. Appendix E, Figs. El and E2 summarize the daily 
precipitation, snow depth, winds and mean temperature as recorded at the Tuk weather 
station. They show that there was only one particularly significant snowfall during the 
experiment period, 0.6 inch (water equivalent) on 5 April. Total precipitation for the 
period of October 1968 through April 1969 was 1.08 inches (water equivalent), which 
fell as snow. This was 0.80 inch below normal. Average snow depth on the ground is, 
of course, all but impossible to measure accurately in a windy area such as Tuk. There
fore, the data plotted here merely give a general trend of the snow depth. Measurements 
made on the flat areas of sea ice during the experiment period ranged up to 2 feet in 
drifts. The first day on which the mean temperature was below 32° F was 4 October, 
which was also the last day in fall that the maximum temperature reached 32° F. The 
first day in spring that the maximum temperature reached or exceeded 32° F was 27 
April, which was also the first day on which the snow surface became obviously wet 
from melting. The first day with a mean temperature equal to or greater than 32° F 
was 22 May. The freezing index (Fahrenheit degree-days below 32° F) reached 8275 
for the 1968 to 1969 winter. 
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c. Aerial Data. Aerial data consisted of radiometric measurements in the 
8- to 14-µm range, 35-mm photographs, air temperatures, altitude, written notes, and 
recorded commentary. The voltage output of the infrared radiometer was recorded on 
a strip chart recorder and on magnetic tape. Some of the data evaluation and reduction 
was done from the direct record trace, but most was done after playing back the tapes 
to optimize the trace by varying the voltage range and/or the speed of the chart recorder. 

An example of the playback trace is shown in Fig. 6. The normal signal 
shows the land colder than the ice, although reversals, which are discussed later, do oc
cur. The heights of the two blocks labeled "sensitivity" and "accuracy" indicate the 
relative magnitude of these parameters for the recording at this scale. Sensitivity may 
be interpreted as the approximate measurement accuracy of difference between adja
cent surfaces. Considering, in Fig. 6, that the temperature difference between land and 
ice is the primary signal and other variations are secondary (but real) signals and noise, 
it may be noted that the ratio of the primary to secondary signals is about two or three 
to one, and there is little doubt in interpreting this trace with regard to distinguishing 
between land and ice. Often, however, the differences were much more subtle than 
this, and a correct interpretation depended on careful correlation with other data, such 
as simultaneous aerial photography, commentary on the audio channel of the magnetic 
tape, or notes on the strip chart. Only those correlations in the Tuk data which were 
considered reasonably unambiguous are reported here; a considerable amount of data . -...... --
was discarded because of noise problems, equipment malfunctions, inability to make 
timely in-flight observations, and operational errors. 

Appendix E, Table E4 lists the flights accomplished. A considerable 
amount of aerial data was obtained in other than the immediate Tuk area, but in these 
areas no ground data were obtained. 

Sensitivity (0.1 CH J}Accuracy (0.5 C) 

-2ar--~~~~~~~~~~~~---=-=---=-~~~~-.----. 
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I I I I 1 1 I 11 
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Fig. 6. Example of an aerial radiometric trace as played back from magnetic tape. 
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d. Ground Data. Ground data acquired for correlation with the aerial 
radiometric data at Tuk included ice thickness and snow depth profiles along the flight 
line; subsurface temperature profiles in the beach soil, in the ice frozen to the bottom 
and in the floating ice; snow and ice densities; seaward position of the line along which 
the ice was frozen to the bottom; and wind and air temperature measurements during 
the data flights. One measurement was made of the average density and moisture con
tent (mostly in ice form) of the upper foot of beach soil. 

On four occasions, 9, 10, and 24 March and 1 May, snow depths were 
measured at 5-foot intervals for the 1110 feet ( 340 m) across the lagoon. Only minor 
differences were found between 9 and 10 March and between 24 March and 1 May. 
The changes that occurred between 10 and 24 March resulted from a wind storm on 18 
March. This was the only significant change in snow depths during the experiment 
period. The depths for 9 and 24 March are shown in Fig. E3. The most significant 
change occurred in the interval from 960 to 1050 feet from station zero, where water 
rising in the ice cracks during the storm flooded the snow. More will be said about this 
as a thermal feature in Section III. 

Snow pits were dug on 9 and 25 March and Figs. E4 and ES show the 
information obtained. Four additional density measurements of the upper layer of 
snow made on 1 and 2 April had a range from 0.40 to 0.43 gm/cm3 • 

During the period from 11 March to 8 May, subsurface temperatures of 
the ice and beach soil were measured 15 times with an accuracy of about 0.5° C (see 
Appendix F). 

These data are included in Appendix E, and they are discussed where 
appropriate in the succeeding sections. 

8. Units. Both English and metric units have been used in this report, but it was 
largely unavoidable. Data and physical quantities were obtained from various sources 
and by various means, and it was inappropriate in most instances to convert the values 
to a single (preferably metric) system, as such a conversion often results in a false impli
cation of accuracy. It was particularly unfortunate that it was not possible to have all 
of the equipment used in the Tuk experiment calibrated in metric units. Thus snow 
depths are indicated in inches at intervals measured in feet (Fig. E3) while temperature 
profiles are given in degrees centigrade at centimeter depths (Fig. 14), and thermal con
ductivities and air temperatures are given in both English and metric units. In most 
cases, equivalent units are given in parentheses or by using dual axes for graphs, but 
nonetheless the result is less than ideal. 
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II. PRIMARY THERMAL FEATURES 

9. Shorelines. 

a. Definition. For this purpose, shorelines are defined simply as the nomi-
nal margin of a body of water that persists for more than 1 year. There are two types 
of water bodies to consider: (1) those bounded by land and (2) those bounded either 
wholly or in part by ice (superglacial and proglacial ponds and lakes). With regard to 
thermal infrared imagery, it will be shown that it is also useful to classify water bodies 
on the dichotomous basis of whether or not they freeze to their entire depth. 

b. Coasts and Lakes. Figure 2 illustrates a frozen coastal area of little to 
no relief in two image forms obtained simultaneously-conventional aerial photography 
and thermal infrared imagery. The conditions were ideal for photography and, except 
for the time of day, nearly ideal for infrared imagery (mid to late afternoon is generally 
the worst time of day for obtaining a thermal image of a coastline, as will be shown 
later). However, even under stereoscopic study, the shoreline cannot be located in the 
photographs; whereas in the thermal image it is apparent and corresponds closely to 
the coastline as shown in summer photography. On the other hand, the magnitude of 
-the shoreline thermal signal changes and atmospheric conditions influence the degree 
-to-whiehitmay he sensed. 

Where a very flat beach gradient extends for a considerable distance off
shore in an area with an appreciable tide range, the correspondence between the thermal 
boundary and the summer shoreline was found to be less clear. Figures 7 and 8 show 
such an area. The thermal boundary in this case is considerably offshore from the 
mapped shoreline, conforming more to the low or mean low water line than to the mean 
sea level line. It is marked with arrows in Fig. 7 and with the arrows labeled "T" in 
Fig. 8. The mapped shoreline is indicated with the unlabeled arrows in Fig. 8. This sug
gests that the thermal boundary may vary within the nominal limits of high and low 
water in response to the variation of environmental conditions or time of year. 

Since the main factor that causes the surface temperature differential 
between the two sides of a shoreline is the conducted heat flux, the two basic parame
ters to consider are the relative thermal conductivities of and the thermal gradients in 
the ice and soil. Using an ice conductivity of 5 x 10·3 cal/cm-sec-C (1.2 Btu/hr-ft-F) 
and referring to Appendix D, Figs. D7 and DB, it is seen that saturated, frozen silt and 
clay soils have about the same conductivity as ice and that saturated, frozen, sandy soils 
have a conductivity from 30 to 100 percent greater than ice. These figures also show 
that conductivity decreases as moisture content decreases. One might normally expect 
a sharp decrease in soil moisture above the water table particularly on sandy and gravel
ly beaches, but depending on weather conditions during freeze-up, the moisture content 
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may be quite high and sometimes approach saturation. It is not uncommon, for in
stance, for the first snowfall of the winter to melt, and if the soil is cold this moisture 
refreezes in the soil pores before drainage occurs. Also, onshore winds tend to increase 
the water level and to accumulate slush above the normal water line. Under the suppo
sition that the degree of saturation of frozen beach soils may vary from 50 to 100 per
cent in the zone of interest (immediately above mean high water), the curves of Figs. 
D7 and DB indicate that sandy soils may have a thermal conductivity in the range from 
about 0.8 to 2 times the conductivity of ice and that the conductivity of silt and clay 
soils may range from 0.5 to 1 times the conductivity of ice. Since most beaches tend 
to be sandy rather than silty because of wave action, it can be assumed that most frozen 
beach materials have a thermal conductivity at least as great as ice and probably higher. 
However, the normal surface temperature difference shows the ice warmer than the 
land, which indicates that the subsurface temperature profile is of greater significance 
than the thermal conductivity. 

Two factors, in a freezing environment, tend to maintain temperatures 
and gradients in the ice that are greater than in the beach soils. First, the bottom of the 
ice sheet can get no colder than the freezing point of water, 0° C to -1.8° C, depending 
on salinity, while at equivalent depths on land the temperature may be on the order of 
10 to 20 degrees colder. Secondly, water, through the processes of convection and ad
vection, provii:les a practicaliy uniimitetl treat source ill imnpmlsml with the land. More
over, the higher conductivity of the land results in a faster dissipation of its limited 
amount of heat. 

Lake shores differ from coastlines in that they are not subject to tidal 
fluctuations, and many lakes are sufficiently shallow (on the order of 2 m or less) to 
freeze to their entire depth. From the standpoint of thermal detection of a frozen 
shoreline the distinction between fresh and saltwater is probably not important in most 
cases. However, lakes frequently freeze before the sea, and if a snowstorm occurs in the 
interim the lake would be less detectable because of snow cover. The lack of a tide 
would tend to reduce fluctuations of the groundwater table in the beach and tend to 
result in a more distinct stratification with regard to the soil's thermal conductivity. The 
importance of total freezing (to full depth), as will be shown later, lies in the fact that 
the different thermal regime that develops in ice frozen to the bottom results in a differ
ent surface temperature in early spring and permits the distinction between deep and 
shallow lakes. 

c. Proglacial and Superglacial Ponds. Glacial meltwater accumulates in low 
areas on and adjacent to the glaciers. Some of these areas drain by the end of summer, 
but others remain, and the thermal imagery shows that like tundra lakes, some freeze to 
the bottom while others do not. Those that contain water throughout the winter could 
be sources of water in an otherwise difficult environment in this regard. On the other 
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hand, these ponds are also potential danger areas with regard to mobility in an area that 
might otherwise be assumed safe for heavy vehicles. 

Figure 9 shows a proglacial pond, P, near Cape Discovery, Ellesmere 
Island. The drainage channels from the pond are reasonably apparent in the concurrent 
photography, but still the pond itself could not be identified without the thermal imag
ery. The conclusion that it is not frozen to the bottom is supported by the light toned 
(warm) area at the lower left in the infrared image, which the summer photography, 
Fig. 10, shows to be an ice-covered part of M'Clintock Inlet, and it would not be frozen 
to its full depth. 

A good example of superglacial ponds was found on the Ward-Hunt Ice 
Shelf. The characteristic ridge and swale pattern of the ice shelf results in numerous 
melt streams and ponds that remain in about the same location from one year to the 
next. Summer photography shows that the ponds vary in width up to about 200 m and 
in length to about 14 km. Infrared images taken on 1December1963 and 27 January 
1964 are shown in Fig. 11. It suggests that the progressive freezing of the ponds can be 
monitored and that those that freeze to their full depth can be identified. The light tone 
(warm) diagonal features are ponds that are probably not frozen to the bottom. Progres
sive freezing is indicated by the diminished extent of the ponds from 1 December to 27 
January. The ooe labeled ",A,." appears-to have frozen to its-entire-depth in the-interim-. 

Some superglacial ponds may be kept free of snow by the wind and are 
readily apparent in conventional photography, but the question of their depth and ice 
thickness remains. Ice thickness cannot be determined directly from the infrared imag
ery, but the question of the presence of liquid water can sometimes be resolved. In the 
example shown in Fig. 12, glacial movement has apparently ruptured the ice on the 
pond resulting in the expulsion of water and the wetting of an area to the left of the 
pond, at the arrow. In the photography this area has a dark tone similar to the ice on 
the pond, but in the infrared it shows warmer than the pond ice. 

d. The Coast at Tuk. Figure 13 is a cross section at the Tuk experiment 
site showing the conditions during the period of study as determined from 21 borings 
in the interval from 50 to 230 feet plus an additional nine borings from 280 to 700 feet 
from station zero (see Fig. 4). During the short September stay at Tuk, the waterline 
varied between 72 and 94 feet from station zero during onshore and off shore winds, 
respectively. The bottom profile shows that a reduction of another two-tenths of a foot 
or so would extend the waterline out to approximately 110 to 115 feet. A location of 
the waterline at the time of freeze-up is suggested by the point where the broken line 
dividing snow-ice (low density, bubbly ice) from clear ice, at an elevation slightly above 
zero in Fig. 13, intersects with the soil surface. This coincides with the outer limit of 
the positions observed in September. However, two facts indicate that the water level 
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at freeze-up may have been a foot or more higher than this point of intersection. First, 
snow-ice extended well out into the lagoon from shore, suggesting that an onshore wind 
and the associated higher water level prevailed. Second, the soil temperature profiles 
indicate a greater stability at depths, possibly as a result of saturation, starting some
place between 40 and 70 cm. The 70-cm thermocouple would be at an elevation of+ 1 
foot in Fig. 13. 

One soil sample, 1.60 ft3 (0.046 m3 ), was obtained on the beach in the 
depth interval from 2 to 15 inches (5 to 38 cm). From this the dry density was deter
mined to be 130 lb/ft3 with an estimated error of+ 10 to -5 lb/ft3 (2.08 + 0.16 -0.08 
gm/cm3 ), and the moisture content was 11.4 percent of dry weight, mostly as ice. (The 
sampling was done in the afternoon of 7 May, and the upper 3 to 4 inches were thawed.) 
Referring to Appendix D, Fig. D7 it may be seen that the point for 130 lb/ft3 at 11.4 
percent moisture falls outside the 100 percent saturation line (assuming about the same 
specific gravity as Kersten 's test soils). Since the error in moisture content is considered 
small compared to that of dry density, the correct value for thermal conductivity may 
be assumed to be on the 11.4 percent line at some point at or below 100 percent satura
tion. Computations using a specific gravity of 2.7 and a dry unit weight of 1.95 gm/cm3 
( l 22 lb/ft3) and assuming all the water is frozen, give a value of 87 percent saturation, 
but since some of the water is absorbed in the suil-partides the actual value is probably 
lower. Therefore, the thermal conductivity of the beach soils, from Fig. D7, was on the 
order of 1.8 to 2.0 Btu/hr-ft-°F (7.5 to 8.3 x 10·3 cal/sec-cm-C). This is about 1.6 times 
the thermal conductivity of ice. 

Using a specific heat of 0.18 cal/gm-C for the solids and 0.50 for ice give 
a specific heat of the frozen soil of 0.21 cal/gm-C, and the volumetric specific heat equals 
0.46 cal/cm3 -C. The diffusivity (k/ p Cp) of the frozen soil is therefore approximately 
1. 7 x 10·2 cal/sec-cm 2 , which compares with approximately 10-2 cal/sec-cm 2 for ice. 
The thermal inertia (kp Cp) of the soil is approximately 3. 7 x 10·3 cgs units, which com
pares with about 2.2 x 10·3 for ice. 

Soil temperatures were obtained to a maximum depth of 130 cm, tem
peratures of ice over water to 167 cm (near the bottom of the i·ce sheet), and tempera
ture of ice frozen to the bottom to llO cm (the point of contact between ice and soil). 
The thermocouple string for the latter measurements was located 140 feet (42.7 m) 
from station zero. This was about midway between the summer shoreline and the outer 
point where the ice was frozen to the bottom. Figures 14 through 17 show the temper
ature profiles for five dates: . 25 Mar.ch, the day on ~hich the coldest subsurface temper
atures were observed; 3 Apnl, the sixth day followmg a 17-day cold period in which 
the mean dai.ly temperature.was between -10 and-34° F (-22° C and _370 C) (see Fig. 
E2); 27 Apnl, a day on which the temperatures were generally representative of the 
flight data period of 23 to 25 April; and 3 and 8 May, days that show an interesting 
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trend in the near-surface temperatures. Zero depth in these figures is the bottom of 
the snow layer, and the straight, broken lines above zero depth join the measured tem
peratures at zero depth to the nominal air temperature (an approximation of the surface 
temperature) at a point corresponding to the level of the snow surface, thereby giving 
an approximation of the comparative thermal gradients in the snow. Figures 18 through 
20 are plots of all the temperatures measured in the upper layers in the soil and ice. 

The different snow depths tend to reduce the degree to which these tem
peratures can be compared, but still a number of interesting observations can be made 
from these plots, Figs. 14 through 20: 

( 1) The soil temperature profiles display a discontinuity during both 
cooling and warming periods between the profile segments above 40 and below 70 
cm that is indicative of a greater thermal inertia in the lower layer. This was the 
case for all 15 of the temperature profiles and was probably due to a higher mois
ture content (100 percent saturation) in the lower layer, as the discontinuity coin
cided approximately with mean sea level. 

(2) During the cooler period, the temperature profile in the ice frozen 
to the hottom tends to behave more like that of the ice over water than that of the 
soil. The cross-over between the two ice temperature profiles, Figs. 14 and 15, re
sulted merely from the difference in snow depth at these two points. This observa
tion tends to suggest that the winter thermal boundary may conform more closely 
to the low waterline than the outer line along which the ice is frozen to the bottom, 
but further study would be required before drawing a conclusion in this regard. 

(3) A comparison of the curves for 25 March and 3 April (Figs. 14 and 
15) illustrates how rapidly these gradients, particularly that of the soil, can change. 
This is emphasized by the fact that the temperatures on 28 March were about the 
same as those on 25 March. The rapid response of the soil temperatures as com
pared to the ice temperatures is contrary to what might be expected on the basis 
of the thermal inertias of the soil and ice, as indicated earlier. The ratio of these 
values, soil to ice, is 1.7, and even using the lower value of the soil's probable ther
mal conductivity range (7.5 x 10-3 cgs) the ratio is still 1.5. The relatively rapid 
change of soil temperatures was probably due mainly to their large initial tempera
ture difference and the lesser insulation provided by the thinner snow cover on the 
beach. However, it is postulated that differential subsurface radiant energy transfer 
between the two sides of the shoreline may also have played a role. This radiation 
phenomenon is discussed in detail later under the section "Temperature Reversals 
and the Cold Fringe Effect." 
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( 4) Figure 17 shows that with progressive warming the ice frozen to 
the bottom has a tendency, at least in its upper layers, to remain colder than either 
the soil or the ice over water. This is a very significant phenomenon, the causative 
factor for what is discussed later as the "cold fringe effect." 

(5) Figure 18 shows that the inversion of the soil temperature occurred 
about 2 April and remained so for the rest of the season. Figure 19 shows that an 
inversion occurred only in the upper layers of the ice over water and that it did not 
occur until early May. Except for being lower, the temperatures in the ice frozen 
to the bottom, Fig. 20, behaved like those in ice over water. 

(6) Plots of temperatures at a depth of 10 cm at each of the three loca
tions for the period after 15 April are reproduced in Fig. 21. The significant points 
here are: (a) the parallelism hut lower level of the temperatures for ice frozen to 
the bottom compared to the ice cover over water; and (h) the trend of the soil tem
perature curve to cross the ice temperature curves as they all become warmer. The 
3 May land temperature appears not to conform with the other temperatures in re
gard to a consistent trend toward convergence and crossover with the ice tempera
ture& HoweNer.- the 3- May temper_atur_es_ were-measured in the af temoon while all 
the other temperatures shown in Fig. 21 were measured in the morning. Also, the 
snow cover on the beach had been considerably reduced and was patchy at this 
time. Therefore, the soil temperatures had greater diurnal variations than the ice 
temperatures, and the greatest difference would, of course, occur in the afternoon. 
Thus a truer indication of the trend would probably he attained by omitting this 
deviant value, hut it is shown for completeness. 

The questions to he asked at this point concern the significance of the 
above observations to infrared sensing. Does the seasonal trend of the shoreline surf ace 
temperature difference correspond to the trend of the subsurface temperatures? Are 
the observations made from the subsurface temperatures at all representative of shore
lines in general, or do they pertain only to the site at Tuk? It is shown on the following 
pages that the surface temperature differences do follow the trend of the subsurface 
temperatures and that, by virtue of the numerous aerial measurements of shorelines in 
the Tuk area, the results are representative of shorelines in general. 

e. Shoreline Measurements in the Vicinity of Tuk. A total of 161 useful 
individual aerial radiometric measurements of surface temperature differences at both 
lake shores and coastlines in the vicinity of Tuk were made during 13 flights. These 
measurements were made in the latitude range from 69° 40 'N to 70° N and the longi
tude range from 131° W (McKinley Bay) to 140° W (the Malcolm River delta). Appen
dix E, Table E5 lists these results along with some of the pertinent auxiliary information. 
Additional measurements were made at Prince Patrick and Banks Islands hut are not 
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included under this topic because of the relatively large difference in geographical lati
tude; they are discussed later. Although the measurements made in the Tuk area were 
less numerous and not as well distributed throughout the period of the experiment as 
had been planned, the results do appear significant in that: (1) a seasonal trend was 
identified, (2) elements of diurnal variations are demonstrated, and (3) the date toward 
which the shoreline signal approaches zero is compatible with the subsurface tempera
ture observations. 

The average values of the shoreline temperature difference (ice tempera
ture minus land temperature) for each flight, from Table ES, are plotted in Fig. 22. On 
the basis of time and solar altitude, the points divide into two groups: ( 1) those for 
solar altitudes less than about 25 degrees in the morning and less than about 5 degrees 
in the afternoon; and (2) those for solar altitudes greater than 25 degrees in the morn
ing and greater than 5 degrees in the afternoon. This asymmetry about midday is con
sidered the result of the time lag between maximum irradiation by solar radiant energy 
and the attainment of maximum surface and subsurface temperatures. The figures of 
5 and 25 degrees are nominal values determined from visual inspection of the data, and 
the-solid str~ghtJines are least-sguares fits for the two groups of points intended to 
show their trends. More numerous measurements at all hours of the day would he ex
pected to show a continuous variation with time of day that would permit curves to be 
drawn for hourly intervals, but although the limited number of points in Fig. 22 permit 
only a bimodal separation, they demonstrate that significant and systematic diurnal var
iations of shoreline signals do occur and that further study of these temperature differ
ences is warranted. The fact that the trend line for points marked with circles approach
es zero later than does the line for points marked with squares is one indication of their 
inaccuracy and/or nonlinearity as the midday signals may be expected to disappear first, 
but in view of the small number of points and the lack of consideration of environment
al conditions (clouds, wind, etc.) these trend lines show considerable compatibility with 
each other and with the subsurface temperature data. (Comparison with subsurface 
temperature data is discussed in detail later.) 

All of the measurements were taken in the period from dawn to dusk. 
Various circumstances regarding use of the aircraft precluded the acquisition of night
time data. Consequently, the solid lines in Fig. 22 represent only the trend of daytime 
values of the shoreline temperature differentials. Also, it may be noted from Table ES 
that these measurements were made under various conditions of cloud CO';'er, snow 
showers, and winds up to 25 mph with drifting snow. Thus the trend lines in Fig. 22 
are quite conservative as indicators of values to be expected under clear, calm conditions. 
These results are compatible with a few measurements reported by Witte ( 1968) that 
were made at Point Barrow during the period from 24 February to 17 March 1967. 
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On the basis of the range of values observed and the general "feel" de
veloped during this work, a subjective estimate was made of the total diurnal range. 
This estimate is indicated by the broken, straight lines labeled "Max." and "Min." in 
Fig. 22. Note that the Min. line reaches zero approximately 2 weeks before the Max. 
line does. This earlier date is rationalized from the tendency toward midday surf ace 
temperature equalization resulting from solar heating. 

A number of questions could be asked of the representations in Fig. 22. 
How significant is the Min. line's relatively small deviation from zero? Are the actual 
trends really linear? How large might a signal be? How representative are these results 
for prediction purposes under "normal" weather conditions? 

The first question is rather important, as its answer would determine the 
period during which there would be little doubt concerning the availability of an ade
quate signal for imaging purposes. Under extreme weather conditions, such as high 
winds, thick fog, or an abnormal melt period, the signal would probably disappear. But 
under normal conditions (visual flight rule conditions might be a good rule of thumb) 
there seems, on the basis of these data, little doubt of the continuous availability of a 
-signal-from-the shoreline during the cold period. Further _studies are certainly warrant
ed to determine the Min. line more accurately. 

With regard to the second question, there is no doubt that the trend of 
the shoreline signal is not linear throughout the winter; however, for general short-term 
prediction purposes there may be periods when the assumption of linearity is valid and 
useful. The important point with regard to these data is not so much the shape of the 
curves as it is the fact that they show a seasonal trend and a systematically changing di
urnal range. These results suggest the possibility of a systematic (and therefore predict
able) trend throughout the winter for the daily maximum and minimum shoreline tem
perature differentials. Such a trend and signal maxima are discussed in a later section of 
this chapter and hypothesized curves are shown. 

The fourth question, concerning how representative these results are in 
regard to weather conditions, can be answered to some extent by examining the range 
of weather conditions under which the measurements were made and by determining 
how the 1968-69 winter compares with the "normal" winter at Tuk. Figure 23 shows 
the monthly deviation from the normal of the mean daily temperature at Tuk for the 
1968-69 winter, and Fig. 24 shows Tuk 's normal precipitation and deviation from the 
normal for the 1968-69 winter. Due to the unknown effects of wind and aging of the 
snow-pack, it is difficult to interpret the precipitation record as to its probable influence 
on the shoreline signal. It cannot be assumed that there is a simple relationship between 
total precipitation and the general depth of accumulation. On the basis of the record 
shown in Fig. 24, it can only be said that the general snow depth may have been less than 
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normal during the period of the experiment and this, in turn, may have resulted in 
greater than normal surface temperature differences. On the other hand, the influence 
of temperature on the signal level is more direct, and Fig. 23 shows that much higher 
mean daily temperatures occurred in April 1969 than for the "normal" April of record. 
There is little doubt that such a deviation significantly influenced the trend lines in Fig. 
22 compared to what might be expected for a normal year. It suggests that in a normal 
year greater temperature differences could be expected and that the trend lines could be 
expected to converge on zero at a later date than that shown in Fig. 22. Because of the 
possibly stronger influence of solar irradiation on the Min. line, the Max. line may have 
been affected more by the warmer weather than was the Min. line. That is, due to the 
rapid increase in solar altitude and the daily amount of sunlight at this time of year, the 
date on which the Min. line reaches zero may be proportionately less affected by a varia
tion of mean daily temperature than by shortwave radiant energy. 
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f. Temperature Reversals and the Cold Fringe Effect. As would be expect-
ed on the basis of the gross difference in the thermal regimes on either side of a shore
line, the basic winter signal is colder over land than over ice. However, this type of sig
nal was not always observed in the flight data. A few times there were reversals of the 
signal, and at some other times there were dips in the recorder trace as shorelines were 
crossed. Sketches of these profile variations arc shown in Fig. 25. They were a source 
of consternation until later analysis and correlation were made with the subsurface tem
perature measurements. (This correlation is presented in the next section.) The simple 

.reversal was observed on only one occasion, early in the afternoon of 24 April, when 
four measurements showed the land areas ranging from 0.2° C to 0.5° C warmer than 
the ice. The cold depressions at the shoreline were given the name of "cold fringe effect" 
for reasons explained below, and their measurements are shown in Table E6. 
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Apparently the simple reversal is a rather short-lived phenomenon that 
occurs in the early stages of warming, probably as a consequence of the radiant energy 
that penetrates the snow cover and acts differentially at the snow-soil and snow-ice in
terfaces. The absorption and reradiation by the soil compared to the partial transmis
sion and higher specific heat of the ice can be expected to result in a warmer snow 
cover over soil than over ice. Figure 26 shows a diagram of the radiant energy transfer 
relationship to be expected between the two sides of a shoreline. The extinction coeffi
cients,µ, used are those reported by Weller and Schwerdtfeger (1967) from their mea
surements in snow and sea ice at Mawson, Antarctica, 0.043 for snow and 0.012 for sea 
ice. Their description of the snow in which they made their measurements corresponds 
with the snow at Tuk; i.e., windblown snow with a density of 0.42 gm/cm3 • The snow 

I 0= unreflected fraction of incident short- wave rad. eneroy 

T Snow, )J = 0.043 
I -I e -.43 
10- 0 10 cm 
= .6510 

- • 
Soil 120 =Io e -(.043)( 20) 
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Fig. 26. Shortwave radiant energy transmission at a frozen shoreline. Snow and ice depths 
are representative of those that existed at Tuk late in the winter 1969. 
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and ice thicknesses used in Fig. 26 correspond to the nominal conditions at the Tuk ex
periment site. These calculations show that a large fraction of the shortwave radiant 
energy that penetrates the snow surface reaches the bottom of the snow layer. Even 
SO cm of dense, windblown snow would transmit approximately 12 percent of short
wave radiant energy. Most of the transmitted energy that reaches the soil surface is ab
sorbed there:· while most of the energy that reaches the ice surface continues to pene~ 
trate into the ice with some of it reaching the bottom to be absorbed by the water. 
These observations would still be valid even with a uniformly thick snow layer. Warm
ing of the soil by the absorbed radiant energy in turn tends to warm the snow above it 
by radiation and conduction from the soil, and since it is longwave, all of the radiant 
energy from the soil is available to heat the snow above it. 

The figure of S percent shown in Fig. 26 for the energy reaching the bot
tom of the ice sheet tends to be a minimum value because the snow cover is seldom uni
form for its full depth. Snow of different ages produces layers with different properties 
(see Figs. E4 and ES); the main change regarding light transmission is a change in grain 
size. Although transmission changes appreciably with density (Fig. D6), it is more de
pendent on grain size, Weller ( 1969), increasing with increasing grain size. Moreover, 
while snow density variations commonly- range within a factor 1-to4-(0.-l to 0.4gm/cm3)
grain sizes commonly differ by a factor of up to Sor IO (1 to 10 mm), and since the 
metamorphic process is faster under warmer conditions a greater increase in grain size is 
produced in snow on sea ice than on land. Thus, with increasing grain ·size (windblown 
snow is small grained), a greater percentage of energy can be expected to be lost to the 
water. The snow profiles shown in Figs. E4 and ES show the conditions at the Tuk ex
periment site. Although the top profile in Fig. E4 is labeled "land area," this is not 
strictly true. Note that it was obtained at station 1+00 (100 feet from station zero), 
which by reference to Fig. 13 may be seen to be just offshore in shallow water. 

Whether the thermal boundary for the simple reversal is near the line 
where the ice surface intersects the beach or where the bottom of the ice sheet is frozen 
to the soil remains to be determined. The fact that it was observed on only one occasion 
suggests that it may be a relatively transient phenomenon, which in turn tends to suggest 
that it takes place nearer the zone where the ice surface intersects the beach. This posi
tion is also in agreement with that suggested by differential shortwave transmission as 
shown in Fig. 26. 

As the season advances and the temperature reversal progresses to a 
greater depth, its influence on surface temperatures apparently becomes more persistent, 
and this influence is confined to the zone where the ice is frozen to the bottom. Four 
reasons for the persistence of this cold zone are suggested: (1) the insulating effect of a 
deeper snow cover; (2) the colder ice temperatures here with respect to ice over water; 
(3) the greater thermal inertia of the underlying, frozen, saturated soils with respect to 
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both ice and the unsaturated upper soils on the beach, and (4) the heat input to the 
beach soils by shortwave radiant energy, as described above. 

The surface manifestation of this colder thermal regime is a reduced 
temperature, which in a thermal image would outline the water body and identify the 
zone in which the ice was frozen to the bottom. Thus the term "cold fringe effect" is 
suggested for this phenomenon. In the case of a shallow lake that freezes to its entire 
depth, the entire lake should be displayed as a cold feature in the thermal image, hut 
the term would still he appropriate. In the classification of arctic thermal features pre
sented in Section I, the cold fringe would he classed as a primary feature. 

Determination of the magnitude of the cold fringe signal is complicated 
somewhat by the fact that, while the surface temperature of the cold fringe is lower 
than the land and the rest of the ice sheet, it was observed that the land temperature 
may be less than, equal to, or greater than the floating parts of the ice sheet. To circum
vent this difficulty the cold fringe signal is here defined as the surface temperature dif
ference between the floating ice and the ice frozen to the bottom. 

-Unfortunateiy, the period in the-field was not long enough to determine 
how long the cold fringe effect lasts. It was first noticed, hut not understood, as a defi
nite thermal feature in the data of 25 April and then again on 2 May, including the late 
afternoon data of 2 May when the sun was at the rather substantial altitude of 19 de
grees and the air temperature was slightly above zero centigrade. The signal was not 
understood as a fundamental thermal feature until subsequent data analysis and correla
tion in the laboratory after returning from the field. 

Figure 27 compares typical radiometric traces obtained at Tuk on 21 
April and 2 May along a line corresponding approximately to that shown in the vertical 
photography between them. Summer photography is used in Fig. 27 to show more 
clearly the relative location of land features. All three parts of the figure are at approxi
mately the same scale; therefore, a vertical line any place in the figure intersects the line 
in the photograph at approximately the point corresponding to its intersection with the 
radiometric traces.* Figures 28 and 29 show aerial photographs of the experiment site 
obtained on 12 April and 2 May, respectively. The main point in this comparison is the 
difference in snow conditions, those for 12 April being generally representative for all 
flights except for those of 2 May. 

* Due to an electronic noise problem associated with the electric motor in the camera, the radiometric data obtained 
during many of the photographic runs were not usable, thereby precluding a good bit of direct correlation between 
the thermal and photographic data. Consequently, it was frequently impossible to make fine correlations between 
the radiometric trace and features on the ground, and many obviously significant deflections on the chart remain 
unexplained, 
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In the trace of 2 May (Fig. 27) the most definite identification of the 
cold fringe effect is labeled A. The left side of the negative deflection at A corresponds 
with the point some 120 feet (36.6 m) offshore which was determined in the field to 
be the outer limit of the zone where the ice was frozen to the bottom. The deflections 
at points B (the pond near the hangar) and C (the water area adjacent to the island) are 
probably also due to the cold fringe effect. 

Further consideration of the traces in Fig. 27 goes beyond a discussion 
of the cold fringe effect as such, but it is required for a better understanding of the cold 
fringe by comparison with the trace prior to its development. 

As was observed in Figs. 28 and 29, the area had various amounts of 
snow cover. The local high areas, such as the island and the taxiway in front of the 
hangar, are particularly noticeable because of their incomplete snow cover. Such areas, 
labeled D in Fig. 27, are heated by solar irradiation to a much greater degree than areas 
completely snow-covered. A more subtle but quite significant influence of snow cover 
is due to its variation in depth; deeper areas appear colder under freezing (positive con
ducted heat flux*) conditions,' other things being equal. For instance, snow depth vari
ations measured at 5-foot intervals across the lagoon orr 2 March-(Fig. E3) correiaie rea
sonably well with the gradual decrease in temperature as shown between points E and 
Fon the trace of 12 April, Fig. 27. Points E and Fare approximately 800 and 200 feet, 
respectively, from station zero. Unfortunately, snow depths were not measured between 
the two arms of the island, but it seems reasonable to expect a somewhat greater accum
ulation here because of the locally favorable conditions resulting from the island's relief, 
even though it is only a few feet. A greater snow depth would easily account for the 
low surface temperature here, about equal to the temperature at point F. 

On 18 March the area experienced high winds which caused local crack
ing of the ice sheet and flooding of the snow cover. Although these areas refroze quick
ly, they remained as local warm areas for the rest of the season. One such area, about 
140 feet (42.7 m) wide, occurred on the southeast side of the island at the experiment 
site, thereby accounting for the positive deflection of the trace at point G. This is simi
lar to the flooding effect discussed above in regard to Fig. 12. More will be said about 
snow depths and flooding in the next chapter. 

g. Shoreline Differentials Compared to Subsurface Temperatures. It will 
now be shown that the seasonal variation of the shoreline temperature differences as 
measured from the air, including the cold fringe effect, is consistent with the observed 
subsurface temperatures. This will be done by considering first the normal surface 
temperature profile (Type 1 in Fig. 25) and then the cold fringe observations. 

* Throughout this work the sign convention used is that heat flux components are positive if the energy is being trans-
ferred to the surface. 
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The normal surface temperature difference is that between the land and 
floating ice. These measurements were shown in Fig. 22. The solid lines in this figure 
are reproduced as lines A and B in Fig. 30, where they are compared to the subsurface 
temperature differences at the depths indicated over land and floating ice at the Tuk 
experiment site. Values for the "mid-depth" snow temperature were determined by 
averaging the nominal air temperature with the temperature at zero depth; thus, they 
are strictly neither mid-depth nor average snow temperatures. It was shown in Fig. 1, 
however, that the air temperature provides a good estimate of the surface temperature. 
Therefore, averaging it with the temperature at the bottom of the snow layer gives the 
temperature somewhere near mid-depth. The effect of any resulting error is minimized 
by the fact that the values used are differences between observations made at the same 
time. These values (Fig. 30) all show a consistent trend, and those for mid-depth in the 
snow and at zero depth converge on zero degrees at about the same time as do the 
trend lines for the aerial measurements. 

This comparison for the cold fringe observations is a little less direct but 
no less conclusive. Since Fig. 30 shows that the so-called mid-depth snow temperature 
differencesmore_closelv annroximate the aerial measurements, they are used exclusive-

" 1 1 

ly in this comparison. Values from other depths show the same trend, however. Figure 
31 shows the mid-depth snow temperature differences between ice frozen to the bottom 
and land (T 3 -T 2 ) and between ice frozen to the bottom and floating ice (T 3 -T 1 ). The 
numerical subscripts refer to the numbering of the thermocouple strings and they cor
respond to the table numbers in Appendix E. Positive values in Fig. 31 indicate that 
the zone in which the ice is frozen to the bottom is warmer than the land area or the 
floating ice. Figure 32 shows the snow depth measured at the thermocouple strings at 
the same time that the temperatures were observed. Snow depths on the beach were 
the least and the most variable; therefore, both the maximum and minimum depths are 
shown. These depth variations introduce a degree of ambiguity in the comparison of 
subsurface temperatures, but valid comparisons can still be made. 

In Fig. 31 the temperature differences early in the period between ice 
frozen to the bottom and land are comparable to those shown in Fig. 30 for the surface 
temperature difference between land and floating ice, lines A and B. This shows that 
the thermal boundary indicated by the surface temperature at this time was closer to 
the line of intersection between the beach and the upper ice surface than to ihe line 
along which the bottom surface of the ice was frozen to the beach. This conclusion is 
consistent with the observation made earlier (number 2 under the subsection, "The 
Coast at Tuk ") concerning correspondence with the low waterline. Temperature differ
ences in this same period between "frozen" and floating ice (T 3 - T 1 ) are considered to 
be due mainly to the difference in snow cover. 
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Fig. 30. Trend lines, A and B, for aerial infrared signal compared to subsurface temperature 
differences between land and floating ice at Tuk, 1969. Deviations of the curves on 23 
March and 3 May are due to measurements being made in the afternoon on these dates while 
all others were made in the morning. 
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Fig. 31. Mid-depth snow temperature differences at Tuk on dates of subsurface tempera
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of subsurface temperatures. 
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Fig. 32. Snow depths at thermocouple strings on dates of subsurface temperature measurements. 

With the progression of spring and the gradual warming of subsurface 
temperatures these temperature differences become negative, indicating that the zone 
in which the ice is frozen to the bottom is colder than both of the other areas. The 
three circled points in Fig. 31 are the aerial measurements of the cold fringe. Two of 
these measurements were made in the same general area on the same day, at dawn and 
late in the afternoon of 2 May. It is noteworthy that the larger of these measurements 
is the one in the afternoon. This diurnal variation corresponds to the depressions in the 
temperature difference curves (Fig. 31) on 3 May, which are due to the fact, mentioned 
earlier, that the 3 May subsurface temperatures were measured in the afternoon while 
the others, except for 23 March, were measured in the morning. This suggests that part 
of the cold fringe signal is due to differential diurnal heating, perhaps by the mechanism 
outlined in Fig. 26. 

Measurement of subsurface temperatures was terminated on 8 May be
cause the melting period was well under way, even though mean daily temperatures were 
still below freezing. Without the benefit of significant data analysis in the field (due to 
limitations of time and personnel) it was decided that further observations were unwar
ranted. Obviously, this was unfortunate, as shown earlier by Fig. 21 and by Fig. 31. 
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However, both ice areas must reach the melting point and the curve for T 3 -T 1 must go 
to zero. The dashed line in Fig. 31 shows this happening in mid-May, which seems rea
sonable but, of course, cannot be confirmed. The curve for Tr T 2 would probably 
continue toward greater negative values as the land warms and then revert to plus and 
minus values on a diurnal cycle through the period until 24 hours of daylight exist, but 
by then (approximately 20 May) the land would probably be mostly snow free except 
for additional snowfall. 

h. Trends Throughout the Winter. On the basis of the results presented 
above showing that seasonal and diurnal variations of the shoreline signal can be mea
sured, it seems justified to make a qualitative estimate of what these variations might 
look like throughout the winter. Such an estimate requires, first, a consideration of 
when a maximum value might occur, and for this purpose it is useful to divide the win
ter into three periods: the cooling period prior to the dark season, the dark season, and 
the warming period after the dark season (Fig. 33). 

NOV FEB 

Fig. 33. Hypothesized trend of a coastline thermal signal under nominal weather 
conditions, i.e., exclusive of storms and heavy fog or haze. Dark season is based 
on 70° N latitude. Ordinate difference of the envelope represents diurnal varia
tions. Envelope does not consider the cold fringe effect. 

The factors that influence the signal may be classed as systematic or ran
dom. Systematic factors are soil temperature, seasonal air temperature trends, ice thick
ness, aging of the snow cover, and the maximum daily shortwave irradiation. Random 
factors are short term fluctuations of air temperature, cloud cover, haze, precipitation, 
snow depth, and wind. The most favorable conditions for maximum signals would be 
clear, calm, cold nights during a period of sharply falling temperatures when there is a 
minimal cover of relatively old snow on thin ice. The opposite, of course, would be true 
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for minimum signals. Since the basic signal is warm over the frozen water body and 
cold over land, the signal would tend to increase with decreasing soil temperature. How· 
ever, this parameter is in conflict with the effect of ice thickness on the signal. More
over, the coldest and clearest periods are usually also in conflict with the thin ice and 
minimal snow cover effects. Consequently, one might reasonably expect at least two 
major maxima in the seasonal trend of shoreline signal magnitudes, such as shown in 
Fig. 33. It is estimated that the greatest maximum would occur before or early in dark 
season for the following reasons: 

(1) Ice thickness and snow cover are of first order importance and are 
minimum early in the winter. 

(2) Very cold and rapidly dropping temperatures do occur early in the 
winter. 

(3) Clear, calm conditions might occur at any time, even though they 
are most common in late winter and early spring. 

( 4) The soil in the active layer of permafrost freezes rapidly. 

(5) The time response of thin ice with minimal snow would be relative
ly short, precluding the necessity of a long duration for optimum conditions. A 
second maximum might occur during the coldest and clearest conditions, probably 
late winter or very early spring. 

Other factors dictating the shapes and ordinate diff erenccs in Fig. 33 are: 

( 1) Before the dark season the signal should have a diurnal range which 
diminishes from a maximum at the start of freezing to a minimum at the start of 
the dark season, with possible reversals (land warmer than water area) early in the 

period. 

(2) During the dark season the daily air temperature range is diminished 
and there is no surface heating by solar irradiation. Thus surface temperature varia
tions and the diurnal range arc minimized. 

( 3) After the dark season the daily variation increases and subsequent
ly decreases to zero when the snow cover reaches the melting point. Reversals, as 
was shown earlier, occur late in the season, but they arc not considered in Fig. 33. 

The largest shoreline temperature difference measured during the Tuk 
experiment was 4° Con 21 March (Table ES). Very few good measurements were made 
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early in the experiment, and it may be expected that larger signals existed, particularly 
at night. Note, for example, that although the temperature on 21 March was very low, 
the sun was at an altitude of 14 degrees and undoubtedly reduced the temperature dif
ferences from their nocturnal values. Unfortunately, the sky condition for these few 
measurements was not sufficiently observed and recorded to be included in the table. 

Four degrees centigrade is undoubtedly a very substantial signal (i.e., 
40 times the sensitivity of the PRT-5), but one still wonders if this is anywhere near a 
maximum. The suggestion from the discussion above is, of course, that it is not. How
ever, data on this topic are scarce indeed. The only other pertinent information uncov
ered in the literature was that from Weller ( l 968b) concerning concurrent energy bal-

, ance studies on the ice shelf and adjacent sea ice at Mawson station in the Antarctic. 
For the two nocturnal months of June and July, when the ice thickness ranged from 40 
to llO cm and the snow depth was a maximum of 7 cm, he found that the net radiation 
loss from the sea ice was approximately 20 percent higher than from the plateau ice 2 
km away. Such a radiation difference at the nominal temperature of -25° C which ex
isted required a mean surface temperature difference of approximately 11° C. One can 
only guess what the maximum mayiiave been during this period. 

10. Terrain Depressions. The thermal conductivity of frozen soils with a degree 
of saturation in the range from 30 to 100 percent falls in the general range from 2 to 
9 x 10-3 cal/sec-cm-C (0.48 to 2.2 Btu/hr-ft-F), Figs. D7 and D8, while snow at com
monly encountered densities has a thermal conductivity in the range from 0.3 to 1.3 x 
10-3 cal/sec-cm-C (0.07 to 0.31 Btu/hr-ft-F), Fig. D3. Consequently, the ratio of soil 
to snow conductivities may vary from about 1.5 to 30, the former value being for dense 
snow on relatively dry, frozen silt and the latter for low density snow on saturated, fro
zen, sandy soil. Therefore, ratios in the range from 5 to 10 would not be uncommon. 
This substantial difference in conductivities produces a significant insulating effect with 
regard to the subsurface heat flux, resulting, under freezing (positive heat flux)' condi
tions, in the tendency for the surface temperature of deep snow areas to approximate 
ambient air temperatures more than shallow snow areas. Thus gullies and other depres
sions that tend to accumulate snow commonly appear colder than adjacent areas, partic
ularly under nocturnal conditions. Inversion conditions and the accumulation of colder 
air in depressions reinforce this phenomenon, and it is conceivable that, at times, it may 
be hard to distinguish the dominant influence. However, the Bold Survey imagery sug
gests that the most consistent and probably dominant influence is that of snow depth. 
In the case of gullies, their continuity allows the colder air to continue its movement to 
lower elevations, thus diminishing its influence. Examples of cold patterns attributed 
to deeper snow are shown in Figs. 34 to 38 and are further discussed at the beginning of 
the next chapter. 
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Figure 34 shows the gullies, such as at the arrow, leading to Slidre Fiord near 
Eureka. The braided stream valley, which reaches the fiord just above Eureka, also 
shows as a cold feature; this, too, is typical. The darker areas in the fiord are floes of 
multiyear ice imhedded in 39-inch ( 1 m) thick first year ice, and the dark specks on 
both ice areas are snow drifts. Note that these features show up in spite of the 12-mph 
wind at the surface. Figure 35 is of the same area as Fig. 34 hut from a higher altitude, 
and Fig. 36 shows conventional photography of Eureka taken in the summer. 

The relief on the northwest coast of Brock Island (Fig. 37) is much more sub
dued than the area around Eureka. Yet, here, too, the gullies were imaged as colder 
areas because of deeper snow. Moreover, at the time tha the imagery shown in Fig. 37 
was obtained a thick haze made the ground invisible from the aircraft. In the lower left 
corner of Fig. 37 is a small lake; it shows as a warm feature. The sea ice in the upper 
half of this figure consists of a multiyear floe, A, in first year ice. 

The borders of raised-center polygons are commonly a few inches below the 
general ground surface. Yet, as Fig. 38 shows, this difference in snow depth can he suf. 
ficient to produce a cooler pattern even in midafternoon of a clear, hut fairly cold, 
sunny day. These borders show as the net-iike pattern in the top liaifandiower quarter 
of the image. The lightest (warmest) areas in the image are due to solar heating of the 
surfaces facing the sun. 

11. Winter Streams. As with lakes, proglacial ponds and superglacial ponds, 
streams that flow in the winter can he a source of water or an extreme hazard. Figure 
39 shows four segments from a thermal image of the Ruggles River, which flows from 
Lake Hazen to Chandler Fiord on the east side of Ellesmere Island at approximately 
81° 45 'N. The four areas show what is perhaps typical of such rivers. 

Segment 1, in the upper left corner, shows the river leaving Lake Hazen, H. 
The continuous warm feature leading from the lake indicates that there is water above 
the stream bed throughout this reach. It is probably covered with ice of variable thick
ness. The presence of two ages of ice on Lake Hazen (the light and dark toned areas) 
suggests that the ice did not melt completely the previous summer. Also note that poly· 
gonal ground may he recognized from the border network in the land area near the lake. 

Segment 2 shows the progressive disappearance of the water into the gravels 
of the stream bed. This was about midway between the lake and the fiord. 

As the river approaches the fiord the gradient of the bed diminishes and the 
groundwater table is influenced by the water level of the fiord. Thus, at about the three. 
quarter point along the length of the river, at the top in segment 3, the water emerges to 
the surface to be distributed in the braided stream channels, where the volume of water 
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above the surface again diminishes and ultimately disappears, but there is little doubt 
that it flows below the surface for the rest of the way to the fiord. 

The upper end of the fiord is at the middle of segment 4. The warm areas 
(arrows) in the fiord ice may be the result of upwelling groundwater from the river. 
Less dense than scaw~ter, it rises vertically, and the associated heat transfer tends to 
reduce the fiord ice thickness in spots. These thinner ice areas may also be hazardous, 
of course, depending on the time ~f winter and the weight of men or equipment that 
may be crossing. It is also possible that these warm areas are due to flooding on the ice 
surface from stream flow at an earlier date. 

It is interesting to note that on the 1 :250,000 scale Lady Franklin Bay sheet, 
which is probably the best map of the area, the shoreline at the upper end of Chandler 
Fiord is not accurately shown. In fact, the lower 6 to 8 km of the Ruggles River valley 
are shown as part of the fiord, thus making the fiord appear to be about 40 percent 
longer than it really is. Possibly this mapping error was due to mapping from aerial pho
tography taken at a time of high runoff when the valley floor was flooded and the shore
line at the head of the fiord obliterated. 

III. SECONDARY THERMAL FEATURES 

12. Variable Snow Accumulations. Variable snow accumulations arc those for 
which the size, shape, and location arc not consistently controlled by the terrain to a 
degree that permits the positive deduction of geomorphic information. Snowdrifts on 
flat areas are an example. Snowdrifts and cornices that only partially fill gullies and ra
vines are another. 

Sometimes snow accumulations cannot be identified as such because their 
random shapes, except for typical snowdrift forms, make them indistinguishable from 
other cool areas resulting from such factors as wind effects, the collection of cold air in 
depressions, changes in emissivity, and different aspect angles. Under daylight conditions, 
solar heating and shadows further confuse the identification process, but concurrent 
aerial photography may resolve this problem in some cases. 

In the case of the gullies shown in the imagery of Fig. 38 there is no doubt 
that they arc partially filled from one side or another, but the snow accumulation can
not be specifically identified because of solar heating. 

Initial study of Fig. 40 suggests that this is an excellent example of gully em
phasis by snow accumulation, and it is, except for a f cw instances. Some of the wider 
gullies and shoreline escarpments have a steepended section near the rim where drifts 
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have formed. These show as cold features (marked with arrows) similar to the gully 
fillings. However, when an attempt is made to fit them into the drainage pattern, the 
result in most instances is confusion. This confusion should alert an interpreter to re
consider their significance, but some of these snowdrifts would probably still be includ
ed in the drainage system as separate gullies. Figure 41 is a stereo-pair of summer pho
tos that includes the area shown in Fig. 40. The arrows point to essentially the same 
locations in both figures. 

Figure 42 shows variable snow accumulations, A, on the ice of a fiord. The 
fiord runs northeast to southwest in this area with the sides rising to approximately 
2000 feet (600 m) on the south side and 1000 feet (300 m) on the north side. The pre
dominant winds apparently run across the fiord from the southeast. The cold (dark) 
zone on the north side of the fiord ice correlates reasonably well with the snow as 
shown in the photography, but the correlation is not as good on the south side. During 
this data run it was noticed that there was a considerable amount of windblown soil on 
some areas of the fiord, and this could account for the low visual reflectance of the 
snow on the south side. Down drafts from winds coming off the high cliffs are proba
bly the cause oflesser snow _accumulations in the central part of the fiord. Winds that 
blow down the fiord would tend to result in a more even distribution. More will be 
said later about snow on sea ice. 

Glaciers and ice caps accumulate various depths of snow, depending on 
weather conditions and local topography, and the various ice features are concealed 
accordingly in both thermal imagery and conventional photography. Crevasses, for in
stance, have various degrees of detectability, depending to a considerable degree on 
snow depth. Even when a crevasse or crevasse field shows in a thermal image there is 
still the uncertainty that all of the crevasses in the area of interest have been detected; 
assuming, of course, that they do not show in aerial photography. Thus, if one is in
terested in the detection of crevasses he must also be concerned with the distribution 
of snow in the area of interest. Only a small amount of the Bold Survey imagery in
cludes glaciers and ice caps, and very little of it was obtained under good imaging con
ditions. There are indications in the imagery, however, that snow distribution mapping 
is possible to some degree. This is indicated, for example, in Fig. 12, where the snow 
fields, dark toned in the thermal image and light toned in the photography, are readily 
correlated. Suggestions of variable snow depth were seen on imagery of the Greenland 
Ice Cap where crevasses were detected, but shadows from scattered clouds precluded a 
positive correlation. 
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13. Sea Ice. 

a. Introduction. Some aspects of sea ice make it a nearly ideal subject for 
infrared imaging. For example, its lower surface terminates at a nearly constant temper
ature regardless of ice thickness or geographical distribution; disturbances in the ice 
sheet are subject to sharp thermal contrasts with respect to the rest of the ice sheet; 
compared to other terrain materials, the thermal conductivity of sea ice varies within 
a relatively narrow range; much of the "ice season" is characterized by low light levels 
or total darkness; and, generally speaking, there is relatively little extraneous subject 
matter, or background, to contend with. However, the complexities of weather and 
the dynamics of the sea provide a host of variables which can confuse the interpretation 
of sea ice imagery. Snow cover,. which varies with the age of the ice as well as weather 
conditions, is a particularly bothersome factor, and the relative influence of a given 
thickness of snow is dependent on the thickness of the ice it is covering. One cannot 
always be sure, therefore, that thin ice will radiate more than thick ice, that a given ice 
condition will exhibit a given radiation contrast, or that low thermal contrast means a 
nearly uniform ice thickness. Nevertheless, thermal imagery can be an excellent source 
of ice information, if, as with any other image form, one becomes aware of its limitations. 

Much of the past effort in arctic applications of infrared sensing has been 
directed toward sea ice reconnaissance (Miller, 1961; Anderson, 1962; Canadian parti
cipants in Project Bold Surveys, 1963; Poulin, Anderson, and McAnerney, 1963; 
McLerran, 1964; Poulin, 1965; Ketchum and Wittmann, 1966; Poulin and Harwood, 
1966; and Poulin, 1969). These works have shown that relative ice thicknesses may 
usually be identified; new, young, first year and multiyear* ice can usually be identified 
as such; cracks and pressure ridges can be distinguished; and other relative ice character
istics may be identified. Sometimes a thermal image cannot be relied on for an adequate 
evaluation of ice conditions, just as conventional photography under good light condi
tions is also sometimes inadequate. However, the combined use of thermal imagery and 
conventional photography aids considerably in resolving many ambiguities presented in 
either image form. Such ambiguities arc, in fact, the source of much of the information 
to be gained from the combined use of photography and thermal imagery. Examples 
arc presented later. 

Figures 43 and 44 are from two successive runs over Kennedy Channel 
at 3000 and 20,000 feet. The land area in the upper right hand corner is Ellesmere 
Island, just south of Carl Ritter Bay (80° 55 'N, 68° 40 'W). The air temperature near 
sea level was approximately -30° C, it was hazy, and there were scattered to broken 
stratocumulus clouds from about 3000 to 5000 feet. The ice consisted of various size 

* The ice terminology used is that as defined in the Manual of Std. Procedures and Practices for Ice Reconnaissance, 
Mt't. Branch, Dept. of Transport ( 1969). 
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43. Thermal imagery of sea iee in Kennedy Channel, 26 1964. Flight altitude 3000 feet. 

44. Thermal imagery of sea ice in Kennedy Channel, 26 January 1964. Flight altitude 20,000 feet. 
Demarked area corresponds to the area shown in 43. 



floes of multiyear ice in a matrix ranging from thick winter to young ice. Such a range 
of ice types at this time of year and the obvious recent cracking and pressure ridging 
indicate considerable movement in the ice pack. There is an obvious tradeoff between 
ice detail and area coverage between the two altitudes, but for general ice reconnaissance 
purposes the imagery from 20,000 feet with its 11-nautical mile (20.4 km) swath width 
makes it preferable to that from 3000 feet with its 1.7-mile (3.1 km) width. This is par
ticularly true when one has a priori knowledge of general ice conditions at the location 
in question. 

b. Seasonal Changes. With the progress of winter, more and thicker ice is 
produced and its thermal pattern changes accordingly. These changes are most appar
ent in the development of fast ice (ice fixed to a land mass), which for this purpose may 
be divided into two types: that which terminates at a lead and is subject to intermittent 
pressure by pack ice and that which coalesces with fast ice from an opposite shore to 
form a solid, immobile mass. The first type is subject to rapid and dramatic change in 
the form of cracks, pressure ridging, or removal by the moving pack ice. 

Figures 45 and 46 compare the fast ice, the extents of which are indi
cated by arrows, at Resoiute .Bay on two different dates during tlie r9o3- to 1964 winter. 
The conditions as reported by the weather station were as follows: 

3 December: clear, visibility 8 miles, -30° F, dew point 
-36° F, wind WNW at 5 mph, no recent 
snow, little drifting. 

29 January: clear, visibility 8 miles in ice crystals, -37° F, 
dew point -50° F, wind WNW at 2 mph. 

The ice on 29 January has three zones judged to be thin, medium, and thick first year 
ice progressing from the outer zone to the shoreline. Arrows mark the zone boundaries. 
The thick ice, which is also heavily ridged, corresponds approximately to the fast ice of 
3 December. (In making the comparison it should be noted that in addition to the larg
er scale resulting from a lower flight altitude in Fig. 45, this image is distorted by an 
elongation of approximately 15 percent, resulting in a disproportionate length in the 
image.) It was noted during the run of 29 January that the fast ice appeared as solid, 
snow-covered ice with no indication of the cracks and thickness differences shown in 
the thermal image. Darkness, of course, precluded concurrent photography from which 
a more careful comparison might be made. 

Image detail and contrast are appreciably better in Fig. 46 than in Fig. 45 
due to the colder and drier atmosphere on 29 January. This condition of greater radiant 
energy loss results in larger differences in subsurface heat fluxes and reduces atmospheric 
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sea ice at Resolute Bay, 3 December 

29 altitude 3000 feet. 



radiation and attenuation; both effects are favorable to thermal imaging. Other fea
tures of interest in these two figures are the strandlines immediately inland and general
ly parallel to the shoreline, the two lakes further inland, and the eskimo village (warm 
specks) in the middle of the strandline zone. 

The next three figures illustrate fast ice at three different periods of the 
winter. These areas of Penney Strait are within 20 nm (37 km) of each other and about 
90 to 100 nm ( 166 to 185 km) north northwest of Resolute Bay. The ice in Fig. 4 7 
consists of multiyear floes (cooler areas) in a matrix of medium first year ice. Pressure 
ridge and rafting patterns are apparent in the first year ice, hut not much detail is shown 
on the multiyear floes. The wedge-shaped dark tone indicated by an arrow is thought 
to be due to wind; it is discussed in Section IV. In Fig. 48 the ice between the multi
year floes is thick, first year ice, and the combination of ice thickness and snow cover 
has obliterated the ridging and rafting pattern. The specks on the first year ice are snow 
drifts. They are particularly apparent in the area labeled A. The difference in thermal 
contrast between the first year and multiyear ice in Figs. 4 7 and 48 is due to colder 
weather and more favorable atmospheric conditions, just as it was at Resolute. The ice 
island, B, in Fig. 48, which is approximately 1.6 by 3.5 nm (3 by 6.5 km), appears to 
have meltwater poofs that are not frozen to their full depth. This is indicated by the 
warm signals in the otherwise cold, snow-filled, stripe-like depressions. 

On 22 April 1963, the sky was clear and the sun was at an altitude of 
23 degrees. From temperatures at Resolute, Isachsen and Mould Bay the temperature 
at Penney Strait was estimated to be about -20° C to -25° C. A traverse party working 
from the east side of Grinnel Peninsula to King Christian Island at this time found that 
the first year ice had a uniform thickness in the range of 2.1 to 2.4 m and the snow 
depth ranged up to 75 cm with 5 percent hare spots. The multiyear floes were up to 
4 m thick. Ice and snow conditions in Penney Strait can be assumed to have been simi
lar. The thermal contrast in Fig. 49 between the first year and multiyear ice is softened 
appreciably by solar radiation and the snow depth. Warm specks on the multiycar floes 
in Fig. 49 are due to solar heating of the larger hummocks. 

The three different environmental conditions under which the imagery 
in Figs. 47, 48, and 49 were obtained are typical for these times of the year: cold but 
relatively humid in early winter; colder and drier in mid to late winter; and clear, cold 
weather in the spring. Consequently, except for severe weather conditions such as high 
winds, snow storms, and fog, these images arc perhaps typical of sea ice on the solidly 
covered waters of the archipelago under reasonably clear conditions. Under hazy condi
tions the thermal contrast is appreciably decreased, as was seen in Fig. 37. The thermal 
contrast here (Fig. 37) between the first year and multiyear ice is much the same as that 
in Fig. 49 (clear and sunny conditions), whereas the imagery was obtained about a half 
hour after that in Fig. 48 hut in an area covered by thick haze. 
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In areas where the ice is subject to high pressures, first year ice becomes 
heavily pressure ridged. This increases both the average ice thickness and snow depth, 
the latter due to the accumulation of drifted snow around pressure ridges and ice blocks. 
One result is that it becomes more difficult to distinguish the first year ice from multi
year ice, particularly the heavily pressured ice from the polar pack. Such was found to 
he the case in Lady Franklin Bay on 19 April 1963. This hay is aligned such that it is 
open to pack ice moving down Robeson Channel from the Lincoln Sea. The ice was 
found to he mostly very rough, thick, first year ice with occasional floes and blocks of 
multiyear ice. The multiyear ice, which was undoubtedly from the polar pack, was also 
very rough; thus, it was difficult to distinguish the two ice types in the photography, 
Fig. 50. The identification process was helped considerably by the thermal imagery, 
Fig. 51. The multiyear floe is on the left in both figures. 

c. Thermal and Visual Ambiguities. Rafted ice areas commonly appear as 
lighter toned areas in panchromatic photography. However, an area of rafted ice in 
Kennedy Channel on 19 April 1963, appeared darker toned than the adjacent first year 
ice, so the question arose as to whether this was really rafted ice or ice that had become 
wet. Two of these areas are marked with arrows in Fig. 52. In the thermal imagery, 
Fig. 53, these areas are cooi with respect to the adjacent first year ice, tlius confirming 
that they are thicker and therefore rafted. Possibly their slightly elevated positions 
hindered accumulation of snow or facilitated removal of the snow by wind. Another 
possibility, assuming that these are snow-free areas, is that the radiance difference is an 
emissivity effect or a differential solar heating effect. In the latter case the lower den
sity, and therefore lower conductivity, snow surface would tend to become warmer 
than the ice surface-a thermal inertia effect. Note the accentuation of pressure ridges 
on the multiyear ice by preferential solar heating. The sun was illuminating from the 
upper right. 

As the flight of 19 April progressed northward over the Arctic Ocean 
the sky became overcast and the influence of solar radiation was diminished. Subse
quent examination of the data revealed that hare spots on the ice did not show in the 
thermal imagery. Figures 54 and 55 are examples of the photography and thermal 
imagery from this area. The location of the hare ice area is marked with an arrow. With 
light to moderate winds and with only a relatively small amount of incoming radiation, 
the conducted heat flux would ordinarily make the bare area appear warm, but the area 
may have been exposed recently to solar radiation. In fact, both the photography and 
the thermal imagery indicate that the area was still exposed to a small amount of direct 
sunlight, and the overcast was providing a significant amount of longwave radiant energy. 
Therefore, both thermal inertia and emissivity effects might influence the relative radi
ance of the bare and snow-covered areas in the following manner. With a clear sky (rela
tively strong incoming shortwave radiant energy) the thermal inertia effect would tend 
to make the bare area look cold with respect to the snow-covered area. With the 
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blocking of shortwave radiant energy by the clouds, the relative radiance of these areas 
would tend to reverse, passing through a moment of equal radiance. In addition, the ef
fect of a lower emissivity of the bare ice in the presence of the overcast would be to re
flect more longwave energy than would the snow surface; this would hasten and tend 
to maintain a condition of equal radiance. This example is a case where both image 
forms provide information about the ice not readily shown by the other; i.e., identifi
cation of bare ice in the photographs and the delineation of first year and multiyear ice 
in the thermal imagery, the first year ice appearing warmer. 

New ice, particularly grease ice, is often sufficiently transparent that it 
does not show in photographs except where emphasized by specular reflection, especial
ly when the lens and shutter settings on the camera are adjusted for snow-covered ice. 
However, this type of ice shows up rather well in thermal imagery; it appears cold with 
respect to the sea water. Figure 56 shows a case where the new ice is forming and being 
broken up by wind; no sign of this ice was seen in the photography. 

Figure 57 shows a case where the area has been subjected to freezing 
and thawing as well as considerable movement by tidal currents. The new ice in this 
case shows as dark (cold) areas indicated by arrows_in_ the_ thermalimagery~ In th~ pho-
tography they arc, at best, only outlined by fragments of older ice. Due to melting, the 
floes of first year ice, A, are at or near 0° C, and the thermal imagery shows that the 
water is at about the same temperature. Under these conditions, everything might be 
expected to be at or near its phase equilibrium temperature, indicating that a thin layer 
of surface water is fresh (from melting ice) or has a low salinity and that a brine concen
tration on the new ice has resulted in a temperature below 0° C. On the other hand, 
with the sun at an elevation of 36 degrees there must have been some solar heating of 
the surface water, particularly in the absence of wind, of which there is very little evi
dence in the thermal imagery. In addition, at least part of the cold signal from the new 
ice may be due to the reflection of a cold sky. Further study is needed to develop a 
better understanding of the thermal patterns of new ice. 

d. lee Thickness. Everything mentioned about sea ice thus far has been 
with regard to identification of ice type and conditions, but sometimes there is a need 
to know ice thickness to an accuracy better than can be inferred from the knowledge of 
ice type, time of year, and geographical location. Offhand one might suppose that since 
the bottom of the ice stays at a constant, known temperature and all the ice in a given 
locality is subject to essentially the same environment, surf ace temperatures should be 
indicative of ice thickness, which, of course, they arc. However, surface temperature is 
also dependent on a number of other factors that fall into two categories: ( 1) thickness 
and density of the snow cover, and (2) constantly changing meteorological conditions. 
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Snow at the densities that may be found on sea ice has a nominal ther
mal conductivity range from about 1/3 to 1/10 that of ice, and its depth may vary from 
zero to 1 m or so (deeper around pressure ridges). Accordingly, simple calculations of 
conducted heat flux assuming steady state suggest that an analytical determination of 
ice thickness from surface temperature is impractical. 

The equation for steady state, one-dimensional heat flow through a two
layer system may be written in the form 

where: T1-T2 

kt 

Z1 

a 

b 

and Fe 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

a x-
a+b 

temperature difference between the two outer surfaces 

thermal conductivity of the first layer 

thickness of the first layer 

ratio of thermal conductivities of layer 2_ toJaycr_ L 

ratio of thicknesses of layer 2 to layer 1 

= conducted heat flux. 

The quantity a/(a+b) is the ratio of the heat conducted through the two layers to that 
conducted through a single layer system for the same total temperature difference. For 
a unit temperature difference through snow-covered ice 

k· a F =-1 X-
e Z· a+b 

I 

where the subscript i signifies the ice layer 

a = thermal cond. of snow/cond. of ice= k8/~ 

b = snow depth/ice thickness= Z.JZi 

This relationship is presented graphically in Fig. 58. The curves show how rapidly and 
non-linearly snow depth influences the heat flow through two layers with respect to ice 
without snow. Under the influence of a variable and unknown energy exchange at the 
snow surface, the relationships between the conducted heat flux and ice thickness be
come even more variable and indeterminate. 
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Fig. 58. Relative, steady state, heat conduction through snow-covered sea ice assuming the 
thermal conductivity of ice constant at 5 x 10·3 c.g.s. 
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On the basis of the considerations indicated above, it is concluded that 
the direct evaluation of ice thickness from infrared thermal imagery must remain de
pendent on the analysis:of patterns to identify ice type (new, first year, multiyear, etc.) 
and on the correlation of ice type with the thickness range to be expected at the loca
tion in question at the given time of year. A possible exception to this is presented in 
a later section on ice thickness versus snow depth. 

e. Snow Depth. Since a given layer of snow has from three to 10 times the 
insulating characteristics of an equal thickness of ice, one might ask whether or not it is 
feasible to determine snow depth from surface temperature on a relatively uniform ice 
sheet. It was seen in Figs. 42 and 48 that snow accumulations can produce recognizable 
features in thermal imagery. Radiometric observations during the Tuk experiment also 
indicated a significant effect due to snow thickness variations on the ice in Kugmallit 
Bay. An example of these data is shown in Fig. 59. 
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Fig. 59. Radiometric trace from an altitude of 500 feet over Kugmallit Bay, 2030 local 
time, 22 April 1969. Apparent tern perature variations are due mainly to variations of snow 
depth. Warmest values are for hare ice. Sunset was at 2000. The wind was calm to very 
light, the sky was fairly clear overhead but hazy to the sides, and the surface air tempera
ture was -13° C. 

3 

On 28 April, a series of measurements was made of the surface temper
atures of various thicknesses of snow on the lagoon at the experiment site and on Kug
mallit Bay. The measurements were made between 0230 and 0430 PST; sunrise (upper 
edge of sun visible) wru:; at 0340. The wind was light to calm, the sky was clear, and the 
air temperature was -12° C 1 m above the surface and approximately -15° C near the 
surface. These data are shown in Fig. 60, where the radiometric surface temperatures 
are plotted as differences from the air temperature of -15° C on the left side and as a 
ratio to the air temperature on the right side. Four pairs of points are connected by a 
straight line. These are points where the surface temperature was measured for two 
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Fig. 60. Surface temperature difference from air temperature (-15° C) versus snow depth on sea ice of 180-cm average 
thickness at Tuk, 28 April 1969. Snow density was 0.4 gms/cm3
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different snow depths at a single location, thereby eliminating the variation due to ice 
thickness. The horizontal lines at various points represent the effect of plus and minus 
13 cm (one standard deviation) ice thickness on the ratio, h, of snow depth to ice thick
ness. T~ end points of these horizontal lines are determined from the equation 
h = Z/(Zi±la) = Z

8
/(180 ± 13). Therefore, they are strictly a function of snow depth, 

Z
8

, and in the interest of clarity they are not shown for all points. 

Considering that the accuracy of the PRT-5 radiometer is 0.5° C, the 
correlation is not too had. However, the curvature indicates that in regard to the pre
diction of snow depth from surface temperature, the correlation is rather insensitive for 
values of h less than about 0.03 and greater than 0.1. It is concluded from these data 
that further investigation is warranted hut that more accurate measurements of surface 
temperature would he required. The curve in Fig. 60 suggests that a temperature accur
acy on the order of 0.1° C might he required for snow depth determination with an ac
curacy of about 0.005 to 0.001 times the ice thickness, hut these figures can be expect
ed to change with snow density, atmospheric conditions, and recent weather conditions. 
In addition, thermal imagery such as that shown in Figs. 4 7 and 48 suggests that more 
success might he obtained earlier in the winter when the ice is not so thick. 

The extent to which heat flow in the ice deviated from steady state con
ditions is shown in Fig. 61. The actual ice temperatures on 28 April were obtained by 
interpolation from measurements made at 0830 on 27 April and 29 April, as shown in 
the figure. The snow depth at the location of the thermocouple strings was 13 cm, 
which happened to correspond with the average snow depth from the 25 measurements 
plotted in Fig. 60. The points marked with triangles in Fig. 61 indicate the average mea
sured temperatures of hare ice and the estimated temperature on 13 cm of snow. This 
latter value was obtained from the dashed curve plotted in Fig. 60. The solid lines con
necting the triangles to the point corresponding to zero degrees at the depth of 180 cm 
are estimates of the steady state temperature profiles for these two conditions. The 
compound profile was determined by using a snow thermal conductivity equal to five 
times that for ice as determined on the basis of a snow density of 0.4 gm/cm3 • The 
curved, dashed lines are the temperature profiles estimated to have existed in the upper 
layers during the period of surface temperature measurements on 28 April for the two 
conditions indicated. These curves indicate that a rather significant deviation from 
steady state heat flow existed during the early morning period in which the surface tem
peratures were measured, and as one might expect, the deviation is greater with increased 
snow depth. It seems, however, that in spite of this transient condition there may he a 
useful relationship between surface temperature and snow depth, given that temperatures 
can he measured with sufficient accuracy. It also seems worthwhile to point out that 
these measurements were made late in the season. The previous day, 27 April, was the 
first day on which the snow surface was noticed to he wet from melting. 
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f. Ice Thickness Versus Snow Depth. The irregular distribution of snow 
on sea and lake ice causes variations in the rate of increase and the ultimate thickness 
of the ice. Thus, a question arises as to the stability of the snow distribution and the 
longevity of the resulting ice thickness variations. Various areas in Kugmallit Bay were 
noticed to have different amounts of snow and the relative snow distribution did not 
change appreciably over the 2-month period of observation. Areas of deep snow, areas 
with different concentrations of bare spots, and areas almost totally devoid of snow re
mained that way. This is not to suggest that once a snowdrift forms it stays in one lo
cation for the rest of the winter, but it does seem to indicate that the snow distribution 
may be sufficiently stable at times for a significant relationship to develop between 
snow depth and ice thickness. If this is true and if it turns out that snow depth can be 
mapped from surface temperature, as discussed above, then it may be possible to relate 
snow depth variations to ice thickness variations. One would expect, however, that such 
an ice thickness map would be less accurate than the snow depth map because the meth
od outlined above for snow depth determination makes an initial assumption of uniform 
ice thickness. If mapping is restricted to fast ice, particularly protected bays, this con
flict may not be too serious, but this would have to be determined. 

In order to provide some initial data on this subject, nine measurements 
of ice thickness and snow depth were made on Kugmallit Bay on 16 and 19 April. These 
data are shown in Fig. 62. Two regression lines are shown, a dashed line for all points 
and a solid line for all but the point at Zi = 162 and Z8 = 10.2. The excluded point de
viates from the dashed line by 1.5 standard deviations. The standard error of estimate 
using the solid regression line is 13 centimeters, about 7 percent of the average ice thick
ness. It is quite possible, of course, that more observations would have resulted in a 
poorer correlation, but the correlation that is shown is better than had been expected 
before the measurements. It certainly shows that further study is warranted. The fact 
that there is any correlation at all may be due to the stable weather conditions before 
the measurements. Appendix E, Figs. El and E2 show that a snowfall of 16 millimeters 
water equivalent occurred on 5 April and the last storm (high winds) was on 18 March. 
The high winds changed the snow distribution much more than did the snowfall, which, 
due to subsequent winds, was accumulated at existing drifts. Thus, 11 days had elapsed 
since the last snowfall, and 29 days had elapsed since the last storm at the time these 
measurements were made. 

14. Thermal Disturbances. 

a. Flooding. When a cold, snow-covered area becomes wet, a sharp, persist-
ent thermal differential results. Some of the causes of surface flooding are the disturb
ance of a superglacial lake, such as in Fig. 12; stream flow and the emergence of ground
water, as in Fig. 39; upwelling of water in tidal cracks; and the disposal of sewage. 
Flooding which occurred on sea ice in the vicinity of Tuk during the storm of 18 March 
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Fig. 62. Ice thickness versus snow depth on Kugmallit Bay near Tuk, 16 to 19 April 1969. 
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provided an opportunity to make some measurements of resulting temperature 
differences. 

On 21 March, with the air temperature at -32° C and the sky overcast, 
a flooded area resulting from upwelling in a tide crack was 8° C to 10° C warmer than 
the general snow-covered ice at -34° C. At 1240 on 12 April, 25 days after the storm, 
another flooded area measured 1.5° C warmer than the adjacent area, at -7 .6° C, from 
an altitude of 3200 feet. The air temperature at this time was only -10° C, the sky was 
clear, and there was a 10-mph (4.5 m/sec) wind. Thus, it is concluded that such a dis
turbance could persist for well over a month or until the spring thaw, and it would un
doubtedly be a prominent feature in a thermal image .. 

h. Trails in the Snow. Snow that is soft enough to be compacted when 
walked on or driven over is subject to an attendant change in surface temperature by 
virtue of its increased thermal conductivity and specific heat. The temperature differ
ence may be the result of differential vpward conducted heat flux, or it may result from 
a differential response to incoming radiant energy. The latter phenomenon is discussed 
in the next chapter; it is more appropriate to do so in the context of environmental 
conditions. 

A good illustration of a trail in snow on sea ice was obtained at Alert, 
Ellesmere Island, in January 1964, in conjunction with Project Bold Survey. A ground 
party working on the ice generated and took photos of a Weasel trail and a foot trail 
along the data line. (The photos were made by time exposures in the moonlight.) They 
are shown in Fig. 63 along with a thermal image of the area. The temperature differ
ence between the trails and undisturbed area was about 1° C. 

IV. TERTIARY THERMAL FEATURES 

15. General. Meteorological conditions and time of day arc the two most import
ant factors regarding this class of thermal features. Accordingly, the main characteristic 
of these features is their changeability. Clear, calm, cold, nocturnal conditions are usual
ly the best under which to obtain thermal imagery, and conditions that deviate from 
these tend to degrade the image by reducing the thermal contrast of terrain features. 
However, considerable deviations from ideal conditions can be tolerated during the ac
quisition of quite useful imagery, and, as will be shown later, sudden changes in the 
weather (including warming) may produce informative surface temperature reversals. 
Visual flight rule conditions were mentioned earlier in the discussion of shoreline signals 
as a possible rule-of-thumb criterion for useful data collection, but this may be neither 
sufficiently descriptive nor, in many cases, a limiting condition. 
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While it is true that deviations from ideal conditions tend to degrade a ther
mal image, it is also true that recognition of such deviations can lead to an evaluation 
of environmental conditions from the imagery. Therefore, it is important from the in
terpretation standpoint as well as the planning standpoint to understand the influence 
of, and the various thermal features resulting from, environmental conditions. Obvious
ly, this is no small task, since the conditions work in various combinations and intensi
ties and they are as changeable as the weather. In this light, the material presented in 
this section provides only a general understanding of a few environmental phenomena, 
but it is also intended to provide a basis on which to continue these and related studies. 

16. Atmospheric Conditions. 

a. Inversions. Temperature inversions are a dominant characteristic of the 
arctic atmosphere, and since air temperature is a major factor in the development of 
surface temperatures and temperature differences, inversions play a large role in deter
mining numerous characteristics of thermal imagery, particularly in the Arctic. An in
crease of air temperature with height above the ground has three primary effects with 
regard to thermal sensing. First, the temperature of objects increases with height in the 
inversion layer, as was demonstrated in Fig. 63. Second, turbulence in the lee of objects 
brings the warmer air in_ contact with the surface andw~rms-it. The-soft streaks at a~ 
proximately 45 degrees to the trail in Fig. 63 are an example. Third, a change of alti
tude while flying in an inversion layer results in a change of signal level proportional to 
the air temperature gradient. Examples of inversion effects were also seen in Figs. 34 
and 35, where the high ground inland from the fiord is warm relative to the slopes adja
cent to the fiord, and in Fig. 39, where the upper areas, particularly the upper slopes of 
the valley wall in the two right hand segments, appear warm (light toned). 

Bilello (l 966), in his statistical study of arctic and subarctic inversions 
for the period from 1950 to 1960, shows that inversions are definitely the rule rather 
than the exception, particularly during the winter months. For the November through 
April period at Alert and Coral Harbor, inversions with their bases at the surface occur 
83 and 82 percent of the time, respectively, with decreasing frequency to the west as 
far as Nome, Alaska, where the frequency is 43 percent. Inversions with their bases 
above the surface during the cold half of the year occur 15 and I 6 percent of the time 
at Alert and Coral Harbor, respectively, with a less definite increase to the west. Inver
sions with their bases above the surface have average base elevations from 320 to over 
700 meters above the surface; therefore, although they arc by no means insignificant, 
they are less important than those that start at the surface. 

Such statistics are interesting and useful, hut they must he used with 
caution in conjunction with thermal imagery for a number of reasons. First, surface in
versions can he expected to vary in response to local conditions such as relief, slope, 
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proximity to rapidly changing marine environments, and winds. Second, they originate 
from upper air soundings (radiosondes) and neglect the first meter or so. Third, the 
elevation of the "surface" is actually the elevation of the weather station, which in the 
case of Alert, for instance, is 66 m (216 feet). Thus, a surface temperature reported 
from a radiosonde may he quite different from one at sea level or another level of 
interest. 

A good example of an inversion effect in thermal imagery was obtained 
on the Bold Survey flight of 28 January 1964, at Ward-Hunt Island. Thermal imagery, 
summer photography, and a map of the island are shown in Figs. 64, 65, and 66, respec
tively. The thermal image and map are oriented approximately the same, with north to 
the upper left. The summer photography is rotated about 120 degrees clockwise from 
the map. The east corner of the island does not appear in the imagery. Temperatures 
from the 00 GMT, 28 January, radiosonde at Alert, llO nm to the east southeast, are 
shown in Fig. 67 along with a sketch of a north-south cross section through the island's 
high point. This was 3.5 hours before the data run over Ward-Hunt Island. There is no 
way of knowing how well these temperatures corresponded to the air temperatures at 
Ward-Hunt, hut they are probably indicative at least of the nature of the inversion that 
existed there. 

A number of thermal boundaries (at arrows) on the island surface are ap
parent in the imagery. Stereoscopic study of the photographs in conjunction with the 
thermal imagery suggests that at least some of these boundaries are related to slope 
changes. That is, since the air temperature changes with altitude, the horizontal rate of 
change of surface temperature is a function of ground slope, and where there is a sudden 
change in slope there is also a sharper change in temperature. One may also speculate 
that some of the temperature changes are the consequence of sudden changes of the air 
temperature profile, hut the normal altitude intervals for radiosonde measurements are 
too great to he helpful in this regard. 

The stability created in an air mass as a result of an inversion raises the 
question of its response to winds. It was seen in Fig. 63, for instance, that the upper 
part of the ice blocks continued to he displayed as warm features in spite of the wind. 
The radiosonde 2 hours prior to the time that the imagery in Fig. 63 was obtained indi
cated a surface wind from 270 degrees at 3 m/scc (6.7 mph). This direction corresponds 
to that of the wind streaks in Fig. 63, but the velocity at the time of the data run could 
have been different. 

During the Tuk experiment two attempts were made to study the inver
sion in the first 1.5 m, once at sunset and the other at sunrise. Both occasions were cho
sen because it was clear and calm, but after both initial measurements the wind started 
to blow. This defeated the intended purpose of the measurements, which was to study 
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changes related to shortwave radiation, hut observations were continued nonetheless. 
Upon plotting the data, Figs. 68 and 69, it was seen that although the wind and tem
peratures increased, the gradients remained essentially constant or increased slightly. 
Unfortunately, wind velocities were not measured, hut the wind described as "moderate 
to fresh" in Fig. 68 ~as estimated at 15 mph (7 m/sec). The temperature measurements 
were made with four large glass thermometers supported in a narrow wooden frame and 
pointing into the wind. The calibration divisions were 0.1 degrees, and the time required 
to read all four thermometers was about 15 seconds. It is concluded from these mea
surements and from imagery such as that in Fig. 63 that the stability can be great enough 
in the layer near the surface to maintain an inversion sufficient to influence thermal 
imagery during moderately windy conditions. The durability of this condition with re
gard to time and wind velocity remains to he determined, but this relationship appears 
to he quite complicated. 

Dalrymple ( 1961) presents numerous measurements of air temperature 
and windspeed profiles measured at the South Pole in 1958. These data arc given as 
hourly mean values at intervals from the surface to 8 meters for periods from 1 to 8 
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hours. Some of these measurements were compared with those from Tuk by using the 
temperatures at 3 and 100 cm and the wind at approximately 2 m (heights ranged from 
184 to 209 cm) from 157 observations made on 41 days during the period from 1 April 
to 18 September. The dates from which the observations were selected were limited to 
those suggested by Dalrymple (personal communication) for inversion conditions. A 
plot of the temperature difference between 3 and 100 cm versus the windspeed showed 
no systematic relationship. The minimum temperature difference of 0.2° C occurred at 
windspeeds from 2.2 to 7.2 m/sec (4.5 m/sec = 10 mph), and the maximum difference 
of 1.4 degrees occurred at speeds from 3.9 to 4.3 m/sec. The average temperature differ
ence of 0.6° C occurred at the average windspeed of 4.5 m/sec, hut the speeds at this 
temperature difference ranged from 1.5 to 7.8 m/sec. The maximum windspeed of 8.6 
m/sec ( 19 mph) was associated with a temperature difference of 0.5° C. It was found 
that the winds during the South Pole observations were comparable to those at Tuk, hut 
only 4.5 percent of the temperature differences in the first meter were equal to or 
greater than the minimum difference, 1.2° C, shown in the eight profiles in Figs. 68 and 
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69. Thus, although suggesting that the Tuk observations may not be typical with re
gard to magnitude, the South Pole observations seem to confirm that it is not unusual 
to have a significant inversion associated with windspeeds in excess of 10 to 15 mph 
(4.5 to 6.8 m/sec). 

h. Haze. Haze has two effects on a thermal image; it increases back radia
tion and thereby reduces thermal differences on the surf ace, and it absorbs and scatters 
radiant energy in the path from the ground to the sensor. This dual relationship makes 
it difficult to assess which effect is dominant at any given time, even when standard 
meteorological observations are available to supplement the imagery. In the Arctic, 
haze consists primarily of water droplets and ice crystals. On the basis of the agreement 
between integrated atmospheric radiances based on radiometric measurements and at
mospheric radiation due to water vapor as computed by Elsasser's method, Witte (1968), 
from his work in winter atmospheres at Point Barrow, concluded that ice crystals (also 
called diamond dust) have little effect on the transfer of longwave radiant energy. How
ever, water in small droplets commonly remains unfrozen at temperatures down to 
-30° C and -40° C. Consequently, even hazes in rather cold atmospheres can have a sig
nificant effect on infrared measurements. This means that mid to late winter atmo
spheres in the Arctic can generally be expected to be more transparent than the early 
winter atmospheres. Examples were shown in Figs; 45-, 46; 47; ami 48: Witte (1968) 
provides one example of the relative concentrations of water droplets and ice particles 
from a hazy atmosphere. On 13 December 1967, at Point Barrow, the atmospheric 
temperatures were within a few degrees of -20° C from the surface to the 600-mb. level. 
A haze layer extending from the surface to above 3.4 km was composed of about one
third water droplets and two-thirds ice crystals (from 0 to 1 and 0.5 to 2 particles per 
cm2

, respectively). 

Figures 70 and 71 are examples of thermal imagery obtained under two 
different haze conditions. Figure 72 compares the radiosonde temperatures for the as
cents closest to the time that the imagery in Figs. 70 and 71 was obtained. The surface 
winds were 2 m/sec (4.5 mph) and 3 m/se1.; (6.7 mph) on 4 December and 30 January, 
respectively. Using the Elsasser method, the amount of atmospheric radiant energy at 
the surface (neglecting radiation from the haze) was determined to be 10.8 x 10-3 and 
8.3 x 10-3 watts/ cm2 on 4 D ecembcr and 30 January, respectively. Thus, surface warm
ing by atmospheric radiant energy was certainly greater and signal attenuation was prob
ably greater on 4 December. The imagery shows the same relative contrast on both 
dates-land colder than ice, gullies colder than other areas, a warm signal from the ice 
covered reservoir (triangular shaped warm spot at R), and the runway is relatively warm. 
Only a subjective judgment can be made in this case as to which effect, reduced surface 
temperature differences or atmospheric attenuation, is responsible for the poor imagery 
of 4 December, and on that basis it is judged to he attenuation. Another example of a 
hazy condition was shown in Fig. 37. 
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During the Tuk experiment on 2 May, a data flight was made to Prince 
Patrick Island, and a series of measurements of the shoreline and ice/water signals were 
made in the vicinity of Cape Andreasen. At this location the coast is formed by a large 
delta, and the resulting low relief makes the shoreline visually indistinguishable for con
siderable distances at this time of year. Four to five miles offshore there was a one-half 
to three-quarter mile wide lead that provided a sharp, strong thermal contrast with the 
edge of the fast ice. The atmosphere was quite hazy, and there was a broken cloud layer 
between 6200 and 6700 feet. Starting at 1230 local standard time, radiometric measure
ments were made from 10,000; 8000; 6000; 4000; 2000; 1000 and 500 feet, finishing 
at 1345 (2145 GMT). The solar altitude was approximately 29 degrees. 

Figure 73 shows the measurements of air temperature, apparent temper
atures of snow-covered land and adjacent fast ice, and the temperature difference at the 
coast as a function of altitude. Clouds prevented measurements of the shoreline from 
10,000 feet. The similarity in trend between the apparent surface temperature and the 
air temperature, which is in accordance with Equation C2, and the more or less constant 
value of temperature difference are apparent. The variation of temperature differences 
is only slightly greater than the manufacturer's stated sensitivity of the radiometer, 
0.10° c. 

There are three possible reasons for the apparent invariant nature of the 
temperature differences: (1) a small difference in transmissivity between 500 and 8000 
feet (except for actual clouds), (2) variation of the surface temperature difference during 
the time of measurements, and ( 3) the sensitivity of the radiometer. It is shown below 
that the difference in transmissivity between 500 and 8000 feet was quite appreciable, 
thereby discounting the first possibility. 

The data on shorelines presented earlier, particularly Fig. 22, suggest 
that there could have been an actual reduction of the temperature difference over the 
45-minute timespan of the measurements. The fact that it did not appear in the data 
can be accounted for by the sensitivity of the radiometer and by the increased transmis
sivity resulting from the downward progression of altitude. Figure 74 shows a 2 x 2 
matrix which sums up the four possible cases of the relative influence of surface temper
ature and flight altitude changes on apparent thermal contrast. The surface temperature 
factor refers primarily to the effect of diurnal solar heating and subsequent cooling but 
could also apply to any heating or cooling which occurs on a time scale significant with 
respect to that in which the altitude changes occur. The circled plus and minus signs in 
Fig. 74 refer to the relative effect of surface temperature changes on apparent thermal 
contrast; i.e., the influence on apparent thermal contrast cumulatively increases (two 
plus signs) for decreases of altitude and temperature, cumulatively decreases for increas
ing altitude and temperature, or they are compensating influences. 
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A break in the cloud layer allowed measurements to be obtained from 
8000 and 10,000 feet at the outer edge of the fast ice. These are presented in Fig. 
75. T1ie 8° C temperature difference between water and snow-covered fast ice (thick 
first year and multiyear ice) was sufficient for differences due to altitude (transmissiv
ity) to be obRerved, although differences below 2000 feet were apparently too small 
to be measured. It may be noted that the apparent water temperature was -2° C 
which corresponds favorably to sea water's nominal freezing point of -1.8° C, indicat
ing that the radiometer was still in good calibration at the end of the period of the 
Tuk experiment. Figure 76 shows the irradiance differences for water and ice, and 
Fig. 77 shows the transmissivity computed on the basis of Equation C3 assuming unit 
transmissivity (within the accuracy of the measurements) at altitudes below 2000 feet. 
The 00 GMT, 3 May (approximately 2~ hours following the measurements at Cape 
Andreasen) radiosonde at Mould Bay, 65 miles to the south, had air temperatures sim
ilar to those measured from the aircraft, Fig. 73, and since the winds at Cape Andrea
sen were offshore and therefore tending to minimize the influence of the more humid 
air from the open lead, it was felt that moisture data from the radiosonde could 
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reasonably be used for estimating clear air transmissivity. This was done on the basis 
of the work by Byck and Astheimer (1956) and is also plotted in Fig. 77. The curve in 
Fig. 77 is in agreement with the fact that there was no haze at lower altitudes. Unfortu
nately, it was not noted at what altitude the bottom of the haze layer occurred. Figure 
77 suggests that it may have been at about 4000 to 5000 feet, the level at which the two 
curves begin to deviate. In spite of the rather strong influence of the haze on the thermal 
signal, it is noteworthy that even the relatively weak coastline signal, 0. 7 degrees, was 
readily detected from 8000 feet, and in the absence of clouds there is no doubt that it 
would have been detected from appreciably higher altitudes. 

c. Wind. Wind has two classes of effects that appear in thermal imagery: 
(1) snow accumulation patterns, and (2) cooling or warming by turbulent heat exchange. 
One type of snow accumulation pattern was shown in Fig. 42. Another is shown in Fig. 
78, where turbulence in the lee of the mountain, M, has apparently minimized accumulation 
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and also precluded the formation of barchan-like snowdrifts on the sea ice at A. This 
wind shadow effect is approximately 3000 m long, 15 times the height of the mountain. 
A similar pattern is associated with the two icebergs (arrows). Applying the same ratio, 
15 to 1, to the wind shadow of the larger iceberg produces a height estimate of 70 to 
80 m. (This image is compressed along the flight line by a factor of approximately 7 to 
6; i.e., 1 km across the image corresponds to 7/6 km lengthwise. The ground distance 
across the image is approximately 3.8 km.) 

Probably the most common result of wind blowing over a cold snow sur
face, particularly under nocturnal conditions, is warming of the surface, such as was 
shown in Figs. 68 and 69. Objects protruding above the surface increase the turbulence 
and thereby produce a warm streak. This effect is shown in the lee of the icebergs in 
Fig. 79 and is similar to that pointed out earlier in regard to Fig. 63. Light winds, 
zephyrs moving across the surface, are irregular in their effect on the surface. Observed 
from a point they appear as gusts, but observed in a thermal image on the bases of their 
areal effect on surface temperature they may appear as indicated at the arrow in Fig. 4 7. 
This relatively cool, V-shaped area is interpreted as an area of calm or relatively low 
wind in comparison to the adjacent areas experiencing turbulent warming. However, 
this interpretation raises the question of why the pressure ridges (irregular, cold network) 
appear in sharper contrast with the general ice sheet in the area of greater wind. It is 
possible, of course, that the interpretation is wrong and that the V -shaped cold pattern 
is the result of a cold gust of air. It may be, though, that the pressure ridge pattern was 
enhanced by a differential response (thermal inertia effect) to surface heating caused by 
the wind acting on ice and/or snow of different thermal properties, similar to the re
sponse discussed below in regard to Figs. 81 and 82 in the section on atmospheric 
radiation. 

Figures 47 and 79 illustrate that winds may have either favorable or 
detrimental effects in thermal imagery. In the case of Fig. 79, turbulent warming com
pletely dominates the pattern for large distances downwind from the icebergs and in 
some cases very nearly obliterates the images of other icebergs. Whereas in the calm 
area in Fig. 47 (assuming that the initial interpretation is correct) the pressure ridge pat
tern is less apparent. The fact remains, however, that appreciable wind velocities can be 
tolerated while obtaining quite useful imagery. For instance, it was pointed out earlier 
in the discussion on shoreline signals that even with winds of 20 to 25 mph and drifting 
snow a significant temperature difference was observed (Appendix E, Table ES). Figure 
80 provides an example of a useful image obtained under windy conditions with blowing 
snow. The image is obviously degraded by the wind streaks, but it still contains signifi
cant information. The systematic character of these streaks makes one wonder what the 
result might be if the image data were processed by a computer to eliminate the streaks. 
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d. Atmospheric Radiation. Surface temperatures are highly responsive to 
changes in incoming radiant energy, whether it be shortwave or longwave. Shortwave 
effects, discussed in the next section, are generally more obvious because of their mag
nitude, because they can be related visually, and because the directional character of 
solar radiation makes its effects predictable to one degree or another. Atmospheric 
radiation has another ambiguity associated with it. The fact that air temperature varies 
directly with atmospheric radiation makes it difficult or impossible to distinguish the 
effect of one from the other. Also, like other environmental effects, atmospheric radia
tion is subject to rapid change, and its effect may be either helpful or detrimental with 
regard to its influence on thermal patterns as displayed in an image. 

Three variables control the effect of atmospheric radiation on the surface 
thermal pattern: intensity, time, and the thermal characteristics of the surface materials. 
Intensity may vary from that resulting from a thick, warm cloud layer to that of a cold, 
clear atmosphere, and it can be measured directly with appropriate ground instrumenta
tion or it may be calculated from radiosonde data by the method of Elsasser ( 1942, 
1960) or other similar methods. Time and thermal characteristics arc interdependent in 
their effect on the thermal pattern, for together they determine, at a given point in the 
transient state, the surface temperature differences that different objects may have. In 
other words, the tempernturn differenee- between two different-maieriais depends on 
their thermal inertia (Schultz, 1968) and the phase of the transient state. The fact is, 
of course, that constantly changing environmental conditions preclude the development 
of steady-state conditions. An example of a transient condition was presented earlier in 
the discussion of snow on sea ice, Figs. 60 and 61. This was a case of radiational cooling 
following solar heating on the previous day. 

A good example of the effects of warming after a period of strong radia
tional cooling is shown in Figs. 81 and 82. Hourly weather observations at the camp 
shown in the imagery arc plotted in Fig. 83. Atmospheric radiation at the surface com
puted by Elsasscr's method from the Thule radiosondes for the times closest to the two 
data runs was 8.1 and 14.9 x 10-3 watts/cm 2 on 26 and 27 January, respectively, an 84 
percent increase. However, the 27 January calculation neglected cloud cover, which was 
cirrostratus. Assuming that the clouds were at -40° C and their emissivity was 0.5 the 
radiation al the surface, from the Elsasser diagram, works out to he 16.4 x 10-3 watts/cm2 , 

which is a 100 percent increase over that of 26 January. Significant changes resulting 
from surface warming may he distinguished in the imagery from these two days. The 
numbers indicated on the imagery correspond to the following listing of these changes: 

(1) There is a reversal of the relative temperature between the compact
ed snow on the roads and adjacent, undisturbed snow areas resulting from the higher 
thermal conductivity of the compacted snow; i.e., it is conducting more heat up
ward during cooling, Fig. 81, more heat downward during warming, Fig. 82. 
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(2) Thermal contrast between the three lakes and their surroundings 
(land and ice cap) is sharply reduced, but more detail is apparent on the lakes in 
Fig. 82. 

( 3) The temperature inversion near the ground is largely eliminated, as 
indicated by elimination of the cold zone at the outer (lower) ends of the tongues 
of snow emanating from the ice cap. 

(4) The relatively warm snowdrift indicates that it is of lower density 
(thermal conductivity) than that of the old snow tongues; therefore, it is probably 
snow from the current winter. 

Whether these changes are due primarily to the large increase in radiant 
heating by the atmosphere or to the conductive and turbulent warming by the air mass 
is difficult to determine. Undoubtedly both processes were active at the time, but the 
lack of strong wind streaks and the uniform character of Fig. 82 suggest that radiant 
heating may have been dominant. 

17. Solar Radiation. Figures 2, 7, 9, 12, 38, 42, 49, 51, 52, 53, and 80 all show 
direct effects of solar heating, ln some cases, such as in Fig. 2, the effect is favorable in 
that it emphasizes terrain geometry; i.e., it shows that the land contours are rounded, 
it brings out gully and valley patterns, and it emphasizes pressure ridges in the sea ice 
proportionately to their size, all without obliterating basic information by creating ex
cessive thermal contrast. In other cases, such as at the right side in Fig. 7, solar heating 
is detrimental. The intensity of solar heating depends, of course, on solar altitude, inci
dence angle, atmospheric clarity, absorptance of the material and time. Even at low so
lar altitudes heating can be significant. At an altitude of 3 degrees on 3 April 1969 (Ap
pendix E, Table E7) measurements on 22 snowdrifts had a range of 0.1° C to 1. 7° C, 
with an average of 0.9° C. The imagery in Fig. 80 shows solar heating effects, and the 
solar altitude at that time was 2 degrees. In order to develop a better understanding of 
solar heating, temperature differences on snowdrifts and rates of cooling and heating 
were measured during the Tuk experiment. . 

a. Snowdrift Temperatures. Temperatures on 132 drifts were measured at 
various times of day during the period from 31 March to 8 April. In most cases only 
maximum and minimum temperatures on a snowdrift surface were measured, but on a 
few, more detailed observations were made. Table E7 summarizes the maximum and 
minimum measurements and the conditions under which they were made. They are 
grouped in 12 time periods, and a plot of the average temperature differences versus the 
ratio of air temperature (neglecting sign) to air mass for each period is shown in Fig. 84. 
The numbers at the points in thiS figure correspond to the group numbers in Table E7. 
The straight line has a slope of 1.37; it was drawn neglecting points, 1, 2, 3 and 11 in 
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order to include only conditions of clear sky and light to calm winds. Extrapolation of 
the line to the origin is appropriate only for infinite air mass (sunset), since no such re
lationship can be expected when the snow is at the melting point. Note in Table E7 
that a difference of 12.1 degrees was observed on 4 April; this was 75 percent of the 
below:zero air temperature. Figures 85 and 86 are sketches of snowdrift cross sections 
showing the related surface temperatures on 1 and 2 April. These drifts are the ones 
for points 3 and 4 in Table E7. 

With regard to incidence angle, it is to be expected on the basis of Fres
nel's reflection formula that a unit change of incidence angle is more effective in pro
ducing a temperature change at high incidence than at low incidence angles. Therefore, 
one might expect to find relatively large temperature differences on generally flat sur
faces (such as sea ice) even when the sun is low in the sky . . 

b. Cloud Shadows. A cloud shadow affects the ground surface in two ways: 
(1) it da.rkens the area, and (2) it cools the area. The first effect has an approximate 
one-to-one geometrical and time relationship to the visual shape of the cloud. It is shown 
below that the thermal effect, being time dependent, bears little or no relationship to the 
visual geometry of the cloud. Moreover, if the ground (snow) surface has discontinuities 
in its thermal and radiation properties, such as different densities or albedos, the thermal 
influence of a cloud might: (1) result in a temperature reversal, (2) obliterate a thermal 
contrast, or (3) cause a thermal contrast between such areas. Therefore, it is of interest 
to have at least a qualitative look at the tendencies of a cloud shadow's thermal gradients 
and shapes and how its appearance in a thermal image may deviate from that in a conven
tional photograph. 

Consider a cloud of constant shape moving in a straight line at a constant 
velocity and casting a shadow on a level surface with more or less constant thermal prop
erties and constant albedo (Fig. 87). As the shadow moves across the surface, it produces 
a cool zone starting at the front of the visual shadow and ending at the rear edge of a re
sidual cool zone, or warming zone, which trails behind the visual shadow. Call this trail
ing zone the thermal tail of the cloud shadow. The longitudinal (line of motion) thermal 
profile of such a shadow might look like Curve A in Fig. 88. Curve B in this figure is for 
a cloud composed of an opaque portion and a translucent portion; call it a composite 
cloud. Curve C is the hypothetical equilibrium profile of a stationary composite cloud. 

Under the conditions stated above, the temperature of a given point in 
the thermal shadow remains constant. That is, the temperature at the rear edge of the 
visual shadow, for instance, will remain unchanged as the shadow moves. In the case of 
a stationary, opaque, cloud shadow, the temperature differential, referring to Fig. 88, is 
equal to T 4 - T 1 , and if we neglect second order effects (penumbra and thermal diffu
sion) the temperature gradient at the edge is nearly infinite. When this same shadow is 
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from sun and shadow, 2 April 1969. 
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Fig. 87. Moving cloud with its visual shadow and thermal tail. 
(Drawing by S. McLaughlin.) 
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Fig. 88. Relative temperature of a ground surface along the longitudinal position of a 
moving cloud shadow. (Drawing by S. McLaughlin.) 

x 

in uniform motion, Curve A goes into effect, and we have a thermal image of reduced 
clarity because of the subdued thermal gradients and of reduced intensity because of 
the lowered temperature differential. In this case the average gradient of the visual por
tion of the shadow is (T4 -T 3 )/(X5 -X4 ). For the thermal tail it is (T 4 -T 3 )/(X4 - X2 ), 

and the average thermal differential is (T 4 - T 3 )/2. However, longitudinal thermal grad
ients and differentials are only part of the picture; it is also necessary to consider the 
transverse characteristics of the parameters. 

Consider again a cloud shadow with a longitudinal temperature profile 
similar to Curve A in Fig. 88 and as shown in Fig. 89a (bottom curve). If on the profile 
we mark off points of equal temperature differential, we can determine the spacing 
along the longitudinal axis of equidifferential isotherms and plot them to produce a 
schematic isotherm map, as in Fig. 89b. In this case it was arbitrarily decided to divide 
the total temperature difference (T 4 - T 3 ) into six equal parts. If we assume that the 
transition in temperature from the shaded to the unshaded area at the shadow boundary 
occurs in a constant distance, ll. W, in a direction perpendicular to the line of cloud mo
tion, then we can plot the relative temperature gradients associated with each isotherm 
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by connecting them to a point of common origin, the leading edge of the shadow. The 
length of these converging lines is proportional to the edge thermal gradient for its asso
ciated isotherm. Therefore, if we rotate each line to make it colinear with its isotherm 
and connect the ends with a smooth curve, we produce a graph of the relative magnitude 
of the edge thermal gradient for the portion of the cloud thermal shadow which coin
cides with the visual shadow. 

If we now assume that AW for the thermal tail is constant and equal to 
AW in the visual shadow, we can produce the relative magnitude graph for the thermal 
tail by applying the preestablished ordinates of the visual portion to the related iso
therms in the thermal tail. Since AT's are constant, T 4 - 5 AT= T 3 +AT, etc. By 
superimposing this relative edge gradient curve on the longitudinal thermal profile, as at 
the top in Fig. 89a, we can obtain a graphical representation of the relative detectivity 
of segments of the thermal shadow. A somewhat better relative detectivity, or relative 
contrast, curve is obtained by adding the ordinates of the composite curve and plotting 
them on a straight line, as in Fig. 89c. 

Figure 89d is a system of parallel lines with a spacing which varies inverse-
ly with-the_ordinate of the relative contrast curve. It is a schematic diagram intended to 
give some idea of how the cloud shadow might appear in thermal imagery. However, it 
gives an idea of only the relative appearance of the various parts of the image if all of 
the thermal shadow could be recorded in the imagery, but such is not the. case. Only 
the portion of the shadow with an adequate thermal contrast is imaged. Therefore, a 
concept of critical temperature differential and critical thermal gradient as it is applica
ble to infrared scanner imagery must be introduced. 

Critical temperature differential and critical temperature gradient are de
fined here simply as the differential and gradient at the threshold of detection. They 
are not necessarily constants for a given scanner system, nor are they independent of 
each other, in that there can be no gradient without a temperature differential. How
ever, for a given differential there is a minimum and maximum* gradient which controls 
the detectability of a thermal boundary by a given scanner system operating under a 
given condition. As the temperature differential decreases, the thermal gradient across 
the boundary of the object must increase if the target is to remain at or above the thresh
old of detectability. Likewise, for a given gradient there is a maximum and minimum 
detectable temperature difference. 

In order to apply the concept of critical differential and gradient to 
cloud shadows, refer to the composite curve in Fig. 89a. Assume that the critical 

*Minimum detectable values depend on the sensitivity of the system, maximum values depend on the dynamic range 
of the system, and both depend on the response time of the system. 
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temperature differential equals AT and that the critical gradient equals that which ex
ists on the curve of relative edge gradient at the "T 3 + 4 AT" isotherm in the thermal 
tail. From this it would he concluded that the imagery would show that portion of the 
shadow labeled "detectable" in Fig. 89d, and both ends of the thermal shadow would 
he chopped off. This may not he true, though, depending on whether or not the grad
ient of the longitudinal temperature profile at this point is less than the critical gradi
ent, which leaves open the possibility of two different critical gradients, one longitudi
nal and one transverse to the line of cloud motion. Therefore, sometimes the magnitude 
of the gradients required for detection may he dependent on the orientation of the scan 
line with respect to the direction of cloud motion, or to put it another way, the thermal 
image of a cloud shadow may depend on the relative orientation of flight path and 
cloud motion. 

Another aspect of a thermal shadow is its size. The transverse dimen
sion, or width, is equal to that of the visual shadow. But what about its length? Con
sider again Curve A in Fig. 88. The total length, L = X5 - X2 , of the thermal shadow 
is equal to the length of the visual shadow, M = X5 - X4 , plus the length of the thermal 
tail, N = X4 - X2 , which is the distance of cloud travel during the time required for the 
surface to he reheated to the unshaded temperature after Jlassage of the visual shadow. 

where: 

Therefore: N = VAT 
H 

V = velocity of cloud motion (m/sec) 

AT = temperature difference (T4 -T 3 ) 

H = average heating rate (deg/sec) 

substituting T 4 - T 3 for AT in Eq. ( 1), 

hut T 3 = T 4 minus the amount of cooling 

= T 4 minus time of cooling(~) x average cooling rate (K) 

Therefore, from Eq. (2), 
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V [T4 -(T4 _MK)] 
N= V 

and finally, L = M + N 

=M+MK 
H 

H 

=M(1+K) 
H 

(3) 

From this we see that the length of the thermal shadow in the direction 
of motion is proportional to the ratio of the cooling rate to the heating rate. We also 
see that the length of the thermal shadow is independent of cloud velocity. However, 
as the velocity decreases, the longitudinal gradient approaches that of Curve C, Fig. 88, 
which is the condition of maximum thermal contrast and, therefore, maximum detecta
bility. This also means, then, that the detectability of a cloud shadow in thermal imag
ery is inversely proportional to its velocity. 

c. Cooling and Heating Rates. Although the rates at which snow surfaces 
cool and heat when a shadow is cast and then removed are relatively fast and consequent
ly insignificant in many instances, they are not insignificant for such things as cloud sha
dows, as was pointed out above. A number of attempts were made during the Tuk ex
periment to measure rates of cooling and heating of a snow surface with the PRT-5 
radiometer mounted on a tripod. After casting a shadow on the surface, temperature 
and time were recorded until the surface cooled to an equilibrium value. Subsequent 
heating was then observed in the same manner after removal of the shadow. All but two 
of these sets of data were discarded because of a change in conditions (clouds or wind) 
during the test. The results of these two tests are shown in Figs. 90 and 91. 

In view of the short time (200 to 400 seconds) required to reach equilib
rium, observations in the first 30 to 60 seconds are fairly critical, and they should be 
made with a recording system. This was not possible at Tuk, so the measurements shown 
in Figs. 90 and 91, which were taken manually by two people, probably have a relatively 
large amount of experimental error at the lower time intervals. Still, the data appear to 
have sufficient consistency to suggest that there may have been a true difference between 
the cooling and heating rates. The ratio of cooling to heating works out to be 0.85 in 
both cases. Substituting this value for the K/H term in Eq. (3) of the previous section 
results in a cloud thermal shadow with a length of 1.85 times the length of the visual 
shadow. 
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Subsequent observations on snow surfaces in Hanover, New Hampshire, 
on 17 February and 4 March 1970, were recorded on a strip chart recorder and readings 
were taken from the record at 5-sccond intervals. (A variable light wind introduced 
short term variations which precluded the use of shorter intervals.) The following table 
lists the conditions oh these dates. Six useful tests were made. One test showed a loga
rithmic relationship between the fractional change of temperature and time; the rest 
had neither a logarithmic nor an exponential relationship, and in all cases the ratio of 
cooling to heating was unity. Also, the time required for the heating and cooling cycles 
was less than it was at Tuk, 40 to 100 seconds as compared to 200 to 400 seconds. 

Time (EST) 
Air Temperature 
Solar Altitude 
Wind 
Sky Condition 

Test Conditions 
Hanover, N. H. 

1970 

17 February 

1300-1330 
0 to -1° C 
33 degrees 
light, variable 
widely scattered clouds 

4 March 

0825-0900 
-12° c 
23 degrees 
calm to very light 
light haze 

These results show that the effects of transient cooling and heating by 
such occurrences as cloud shadows on snow surfaces can be quite variable, with cooling 
and reheating cycle times ranging from about 1 to 10 minutes at least and, possibly, 
with unequal rates of cooling and heating. The attendant variation of the geometrical 
correspondence between thermal and visual patterns from moving shadows can there
fore be expected to make comparisons between thermal imagery and concurrent aerial 
photography difficult. This problem was encountered a number of times with the Bold 
Survey imagery, making it impossible at times to determine whether or not areas that 
appeared cool in the imagery were cloud shadows or areas of deeper snow. On one such 
occasion, during imaging of crevassed areas on the Greenland Ice Cap, cloud shadows 
precluded an attempt to identify areas in which crevasses were less likely to be detected 
because of greater snow depth. Thus, while many crevasses were detected, it was impos
sible to estimate on the basis of relative snow depth the degree of confidence with which 
crevasses were or were not detected. Concurrent photography is more useful in such a 
situation if the flight altitude is sufficient to allow the identification of cloud edges. 
This altitude depends on the size and type of clouds, but it is estimated that it ought to 
be at least twice the altitude of the top of the cloud layer. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

18. Conclusions. 

a. A useful classification system has been devised for features that appear 
in thermal infrared imagery of snow-covered arctic terrain. Features are classed as pri
mary, secondary, or tertiary in accordance with their temporal stability and positional 
repeatability, and those classed as primary provide a basis for the compilation of season
al maps showing terrain conditions which can best be identified from thermal infrared 
imagery. 

b. One of the most fundamental of the primary features is a shoreline, and 
correlation of aerial and ground data obtained over a 2-month period late in the ,winter 
indicates that: 

(1) There is a systematic component of the surface temperature differ
ence at a shoreline that is sufficiently large and persistent to preclude obliteration 
by the variable influence of day-to-day weather commonly encountered; i.e., in 
the absence of severe storms or foggy conditions. Therefore, it should be possible 
to develop thermal models to assist in the planning of remote sensing missions. 

(2) A thermal condition develops late in the winter that results in 
colder surface temperatures in the zone where the ice is frozen to the bottom. 
This phenomenon, given the name "cold fringe effect," results in the possibility 
of mapping such zones along a coast and in being able to distinguish lakes that 
freeze to their entire depth from those that do not. 

( 3) Five types of transverse surface temperature profiles across a shore
line are possible, and any method of automatic image interpretation would have to 
take these possible boundary conditions into consideration. 

(4) Although the question concerning the location of the boundary of 
a water body as it appears in a thermal image cannot be answered unambiguously 
on the basis of this work, during most of the winter it corresponds to the summer 
shoreline somewhere near mean sea level or mean low water depending, possibly, 
on soil type (silt, sand, gravel). With warming weather in the spring, the boundary 
shifts, and with the development of the cold fringe, it corresponds approximately 
with the line along which the ice is frozen to the bottom. 

(5) The trend of the shoreline signal throughout the winter has been 
hypothesized. 
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c. Haze is a dominant atmospheric characteristic, and it influences thermal 
infrared imagery in various ways. This work revealed that: 

(1) Visibility of the ground surface from the air is not a dependable 
criterion under hazy, nocturnal conditions for the prediction of whether or not a 
useful thermal infrared image can he obtained. The most extreme example was 
that in one case the surface could he seen, though not clearly, from the air hut no 
useful imagery could he obtained; while at another time, later in the winter, the 
surface could not he seen hut useful imagery was obtained. 

(2) Thermal differentials between adjacent snow-covered areas are too 
small to allow measurements of atmospheric transmission as a function of altitude 
unless extremely sensitive instruments are used. However, the signal difference be
tween open water and thick, snow-covered ice (preferably fast ice) is sufficient for 
such measurements, and such a boundary provides a large source, thereby facilitat
ing measurements from comparably high altitudes. With concurrent measurements 
of atmospheric temperature and humidity, clear air extinction may be estimated 
and distinguished from the effects of haze. 

d. Thermai infrared imagery is an excellent medium for hydrology studies 
in the winter. It may he used to identify sources of water, potentially hazardous areas, 
and changes of the flow regime (above the surface to below the surface or vice versa) of 
a stream. 

e. It seems doubtful that direct determinations of ice thickness can be 
made from surface temperature. However, in areas of relatively smooth ice, such as in 
protected bays, it may he possible to map snow depth from surface temperature, hut 
accuracies on the order of 0.1° C may he required. It would also be necessary, at least 
until sufficient experience is gained to allow the development of suitable empirical re· 
lationships, to obtain concurrent surface data to facilitate the correlation between sur
face temperature and snow depth. With a sufficient period of stable weather conditions 
preceding such snow depth determinations, it may also be possible to obtain a useful 
statistical relationship between ice thickness and snow depth. 

f. An initial understanding has been developed of the thermal differentials 
that occur on snow-covered arctic terrain and how they change with time and environ
mental conditions. However, the Arctic is a vast and varied region, and when one con
siders the changes that can occur in the thermal characteristics of the environment of 
even one locality it must be concluded that the effort reported here is small, indeed. Un
doubtedly, more questions have been raised than have been answered, but if those that 
have been answered, even if only partially, provide some guidance to users of thermal 
infrared imagery and to other researchers, then perhaps the effort has been worthwhile. 
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APPENDIX A 

RADIOMETRIC TERMS, SYMBOLS, AND UNITS 

The terms, symbols, and units used (Table A) are those of the Systeme Interna
tional (SI) - International System of Units - as reported by Jurgen R. Meyer-Arent, 
"Radiometry and Photometry: Units and Conversion Factors," Applied Optics, Octo
ber 1968, Vol. 7, No. 10, pp. 2081-2084. As this work pertains exclusively to radio
metric quantities, the subscript "e" to distinguish between radiometric and photometric 
symbols (subscript "v") is not used. 
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Table A. Terms, Symbols, and Units 

Term Symbol Description Units Abbreviation 

Radiant energy Q Amount of radiant energy Joule J 

Radiant energy density w Amount of radiant energy J oules/meter3 Jm-3 

per unit volume 

Radiant power* Rate of transfer of radiant watt(= J/sec) w 
energy 

Radiant intensity* I Radiant power per unit soliq watts/steradian W/sr 
angle from a point source 

Radiant exitance* M Radiant power per unit area watts/meter2 wm-2 

emitted from a surface 

Radiance* L Radiant power per unit area watts/meter2 steradian wm-2 sr-1 

per unit solid angle emitted 
from a surface 

Irradiance* E Radiant power per unit area watts/meter2 wm-2 

incident upon a surface 

*The addition of the adjective "spectral" refers to the quantity per UI1fit wavelength in micrometers; i.e., spectral radiant 
power has units of watts/micrometer (W µm- 1), and the symbol assumes the subscript A, ¢A. 



APPENDIX B 

RADIATION LAWS 

An object emits energy by virtue of its temperature above absolute zero. The 
amount and spectral character of this radiant energy is dependent upon the tempera
ture and the emissive properties of the emitting body, and calculations to determine 
these parameters quantitatively are based on four laws - Kirchoff's Law, the Stefan. 
Boltzmann Law, Planck's Radiation Law and Wien's Displacement Law. 

1. Kirchoff's Law. Relationship between total and partial absorbers. 

where Mx(T) = spectral radiant exitance of energy of wavelength X from 
a body _at lemperature T(watts/m2 ) 

= absorptance of the body for radiant energy of wavelength 
X (dimensionless ratio between 0 and 1) 

Mx(T)bb = spectral radiant exitance at wavelength X and temperature 
T for a blackbody. 

(Bl) 

That is, the ratio of an object's spectral radiant exitance to its spectral absorptance is a 
constant equal to the spectral radiant exitance of a blackbody at the same temperature. 

2. Stefan-Boltzmann Law. Total radiant energy. 

M(T) = eaT4 (B2) 

where € = Emissivity (dimensionless, numerically equal to absorptance) 

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10-s watt m·2 K-4 ) 

T = Absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin, K 

M(T)= Total radiant exitance (watt m·2 ). 
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3. Planck's Radiation Law. Spectral distribution of radiant energy. 

Mx(XT) = 21Tc2 h (ehc/XkT _ 1r1 (B3) 
xs 

where c = speed of light, 3 x 108 m/sec. 

h = Planck's constant ( 6 .63 x 10-34 Joule sec) 

X = wavelength (in units compatible with those used for c) 

k = Boltzmann's constant (l.38 x 10-23 Joules K- 1) 

T = absolute temperature, K 

and Mx(X,T) = spectral radiant exitance of unpolarized radiant energy 
into a hemisphere. 

For X and c in terms of meters the units of Mx(X,T) are Joule sec-1 m- 2 (unit area) m-t 
(unit wavelength) or watts m-2 m- 1

• 

Calculation~ are faeili-ta-ted by use of the first-and-second radiation constants, Ct 
and c2 , in the equation 

(B4) 

where 

c2 = hc/k 

and F(Q)x may be wx, Mx, etc. (Table A), depending on the value of ct. The numerical 
values of Ct and c2 depend on the units used for the speed of light and, in the case of Ct, 
on the quantity to he calculated. For A in micrometers (µm) and c in µm/see, c2 = 
1.438 x 104 µm K. Table B shows the values of Ct for calculating various quantities on 
the basis of objects measured in m and wavelength in µm. 
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Table B. Values of c1 for Different Quantities Defined by 
Planck's Equation for Unpolarized Radiant Energy 

Quantity 
(See Appendix A) 

Spectral radiant energy density 

Spectral radiant exitance into 
a hemisphere 

Spectral radiance 

After Merritt and Hall (1959) 

Expression 
for C1 

81Tch 

Magnitude and Units 

4.99 Joules µm m-3 

3.74 x 108 watt µm4 m-2 

1.19 x 108 watt µm4 m-2 sr" 1 

Various sets of tables and slide rules are available to facilitate the application of 
Planck's equation. 

4. Wien's Displacement Law. Wavelength of peak radiation. 

Xm = 2900/T 

where T = Absolute temperature (K) 

Xm = wavelength of maximum spectral exitance (micrometers). 

The parameters of the last three equations are illustrated in Figure B, where M for 
a given temperature is the area under the curve for that temperature, Mx for a given 
temperature is the ordinate of the curve at a specified wavelength, and Xm is the wave
length at which the ordinate is maximum for a given temperature. The broken line is 
the locus of Xm. For the nominal range of terrestrial temperatures from 200° K to 
340° Kit may be noted that Xm goes from 14.5 µm to 8.5 µm. 

5. Absorptivity, Emissivity, and Selective Bodies. Kirchoff's Law immediately 
suggests two important considerations for the determination of relative radiation levels 
(differences in apparent temperature) in a group of objects which are all at the same 
thermometric temperature. 

a. The apparent temperature is proportional to the absorptivity (numerical
ly equal to emissivity) of the materials. 

b. The absorptivity is wavelength dependent rather than a constant; i.e., a 
selective body rather than a grey body. 
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In addition, absorptivity depends on the type and condition of the material, inci
dence angle, and temperature, all to varying degrees. The significance, for example, of 
a 3 percent emissivity difference at 273 K may be shown as follows: 

M,97 = (0.97) (5.67) (10)"8 (273)4 = 306 watts/m2
• 

Blackbody temperature for equivalent radiation is 

Tbb = (306/(5.67 x 10-8 ))!4 = 271° K 

Therefore, the apparent temperature difference for these conditions would be 
273 - 271 = 2° c. 
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APPENDIXC 

DIFFERENTIAL RADIOMETRY THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE 

Apparent temperature, T Ci' is that determined from the irradiance, E, at the 
radiometer aperture. 

T =RE Cc'. (Cl) 

where R is the responsivity of the radiometer. Ta would also he the equivalent black
body temperature of a near, extended source.* Terrain features measured from an air
craft may he small or extended, and the fact that they are distant requires that the in
fluence of the intervening atmosphere he considered in evaluating the measurements. 
In general, the irradiance has three components: (1) energy emitted by the terrain, 
(2) energy reflected by the terrain, and (3) energy emitted by the atmosphere, all of 
which are modified by atmospheric attenuation. Each component has a spectral de
pendence which, in turn, is-influenced by properties oniie source and the atmosphere. 

For radiant energy from surfaces whose reflectance at the measurement wavelength 
is sufficiently low to he considered negligible (such as snow in the infrared), the equation 
for spectral irradiance at the radiometer may he stated with two terms. 

where 

h 

EA(h) = [LA(T0 ) rA(O,h) + f LA(Z) rA(Z,h) dz] w 
z=O 

LA(T
0

) = spectral radiance from the surface at temperature T
0 

rA(O,h) = spectral transmission of the atmosphere between the 
surface and the observing altitude h 

Lx (z) = spectral radiance (upward) of the atmosphere at 
altitude z 

(C2) 

* A source (emitting object) is extended or small, depending on whether or not it completely or only partially fills the 
radiometer's field of view. 
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rx(z,h) = spectral transmission of the atmosphere from altitude z 
to altitude h 

w = solid angle field of view for the radiometer, steradians 

and Ex(h) = spectral irradiance at the aperture of the radiometer. 

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C2) is the attenuated radiance of the sur
face at the observing altitude, and the second term is the attenuated radiance of the 
intervening atmosphere. 

The integral in Eq. (C2) is evaluated numerically by summation of the contribu
tions of successive layers on the basis of temperature, pressure, and mixing ratio pro
files of the atmosphere. From measurements at Point Barrow, Alaska, Witte (1968) has 
shown that Elsasser's method of determining the integrated atmospheric radiance during 
the Arctic winter agrees rather well with radiometric measurements. Frequently, how
ever, the atmosphere is sufficiently variable to preclude the determination of atmospher
ic effects on radiometric measurements of the ground surface with an accuracy compar
able to the accuracy of the radiometer. Consequently, it is usually impossible to deter
mine the effective blackboay temperature of the terrain surface from an aircraft with an 
accuracy which would be expected of the radiometer for the measurement of a near, 
extended source. 

On the other hand, difference measurements between two adjacent, extended 
sources (such as at a coastline) can be made with comparatively good accuracy, as emis
sion from the atmosphere cancels out. From Eq. (C2), for adjacent surfaces at tempera
tures T 1 and T2 

where = the term in the integral of Eq. (C2). 

This reduces to: 

(C3) 

When the atmosphere over a given area can be considered to be unchanging, rx is depend
ent only on altitude, and if the time rate of change of surface temperature is slow com
pared to altitude changes Eq. (C3) reduces to a constant times the transmission coefficient. 

(C4) 
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Therefore, the degree to which the measured thermal contrast of adjacent areas ap
proaches the actual thermal contrast depends directly on the atmospheric transmission 
and is independent of radiation from the atmosphere. However, transmission and radi
ation are dependent to varying degrees on the same atmospheric parameters. 

If the attenuation of the atmosphere is 17, then 

T = 1 - 11· (CS) 

But 17 equals clear air absorption, a, plus scattering, s, therefore 

T = 1 - Q'. - S. (C6) 

Since scattering by the atmospheric molecules and small particles is negligible at wave
lengths greater than about µm (Howard, 1959), s drops out of Eq. (C6) for longer wave
lengths when the atmosphere is clear, and there is then a direct relationship between r 
and a. Consequently, since the absorptance of the atmosphere is also equal to its emis
sivity,€, there is also a direct relationship between transmission and radiation, r = 1 - e, 
when the atmosphere is clear. When the atmosphere contains particles of a size suffi
cient to cause scattering of the ionger wavelengtfis (Mie scattering), such as ice and wa
ter particles, absorption and scattering both occur. This large particle absorption is in 
addition to the clear air absorption. 

Using transmission measurements by Taylor and Yates ( 1956) made " ... on crisp 
winter days with excellent visibility .... " By ck and Astheimer ( 1956) computed the 
7.5- to 14-µm band transmission for blackbody sources at 30° C, 200° C, and 550° C 
for two different atmospheric moisture contents. With a transmission of 100 percent 
at zero moisture, they obtain approximate curves of transmission versus moisture for 
the three blackbody temperatures. Figure C shows these curves. 
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APPENDIX D 

THERMAL AND RADIATION PROPERTIES OF ICE, SNOW, AND SOIL 

1. Introduction. Specific heat, latent heat, thermal conductivity, reflectivity, ab
sorptivity, and transmissivity of snow and ice and the thermal conductivity of soil (the 
topics of this appendix) depend on conditions of these materials which are both change
able and usually nonuniformly distributed within them. Even for uniform, constant con
ditions these "constants" are difficult to determine. Consequently, the reported values 
are quite variable. The values given here are thought to be the currently accepted ones, 
but the limitations implied above should be kept in mind when looking for the values to 
be used under given circumstances, particularly for snow and sea ice. 

2. Ice. 

a. Specific Heat. Dorsey ( 1940) distinguishes between the apparent specific 
heat, ca, and the true specific heat, c, of ice, and using the determinations of Dickinson 
and Osborne (I9IS) as tfte best avaifaofo for the temperature range from o° C to -40° C 
gives 

c = 0.5057 + 0.001863 8 - 79.75 d/8 2 
a (Dl) 

where 8 = temperature, centigrade 

d = the initial freezing point of the completely fused ice. 

The first two terms in Eq. (Dl) are the true specific heat. Apparent specific heat for 
three values of d are given in Dorsey ( 1940), p. 4 77. 

Brine inclusions in sea ice make its specific heat much more variable. 
Schwerdtfeger ( l 963a) developed an equation for the specific heat of saline ice, c

8
• 

where 

c = -....!L L. + ..Q.. (c - c-) + C· - ac· 
S CX.82 I CX.8 W I I I 

a = salinity of the sea ice 

ex. = slope of the linear relationship between the salt content, s, 
of the brine and temperature, s = ex.a 

8 = temperature, centigrade 
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L- = latent heat of fusion 
1 

cw = specific heat of water 

ci = specific heat of ice. 

Assuming the last term in Eq. (D2) to be negligible, Schwerdtfeger ( l 963a) computed 
values and plotted curves of cs for various temperatures and salinities. These curves are 
shown in Fig. D 1. 

Pounder (1965), using slightly different values of the constants and in
cluding the last term in Eq. (D2), recomputed values of cs for salinities from 0 to 10 
parts per thousand and temperatures from -2° C to -22° C. These are stated to be 
more accurate and may be found in Table V, p. 126, Pounder (1965). 

b. Latent Heat. For relatively pure ice at zero centigrade, the accepted 
value of the latent heat of fusion, Li, is that determined by Dickinson and Osborne 
(1915) and later corrected by Osborne (1939). 

Li= 79.77 ± 0.05 cah 0 gm·-i. 

The latent heat of vaporization at zero centigrade is generally assumed to be the sum of 
the latent heat of fusion and the latent heat of vaporization of water at zero centigrade, 
79.8 + 597 = 677.0 cal gm·1 c·1• 

The latent heat of sea ice is much more complex and its determination 
appears to be still in process. Schwerdtfeger ( l 963a) has computed values for forma
tion and melting of ice at various salinities and temperatures. His results (Tables II and 
Ill) show that: 

(1) Latent heat of formation does not equal heat of melting. 

( 2) Values decrease with increasing salinity. 

(3) Heat required for melting increases for decreasing initial tempera
tures between -0.5° C and -2.0° C, and this temperature dependence increases 
sharply with salinity. 

Pounder ( 1965) states that " ... the results are not valid for melting of an ice cover in 
situ, because at a fairly early stage in the decay of an ice cover it becomes permeable to 
sea water and therefore melts with its brine cells in contact with sea water .... " Also, 
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Anderson (1966) suggests that these values of the heat of freezing and melting may be 
in error by as much as 0.5. 

c. Thermal Conductivity. Dorsey ( 1940) gives the preferred values for the 
conductivity as those determined by Jacob and Erk in 1929. Pounder (1965) concurs 
with this observation and gives the equation as 

~ = 5.35 x 10-3 (1-4.8 x 10-3 0) cal sec- 1 cm- 1 0 c- 1• (D3) 

Natural ice has lower values because of the inclusion of air bubbles, and Schwerdtfeger 
(1963a), on the basis of Maxwell's expression for resistivity of a compound medium, 
deduced conductivities of pure and bubbly ice. For the latter he gives 

2k· + k - 2v(k - k ) 
kbi = I a I a k. 

2k- + k + V(k- - k ) I 
1 a 1 a 

(D4) 

where ki = ice conductivity 

k
8 

-= -airconductivity 

v = ratio of air volume to ice volume 

kbi = conductivity of bubbly ice. 

Pounder ( 1965) shows that Eq. (D4) can be approximated, assuming k
8 

is negligible, by 

(D5) 

where p = density of bubbly ice 

Po = density of pure ice, 0.913 gm cm-3 . 

For sea ice Schwerdtfeger (l 963a) gives the theoretical relationship: 

k = kb· - (kb· - kb) aps 
s 1 1 ex.{} Pw (D6) 

where kb = brine conductivity 

a = ice salinity 
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Ps = ice density 

a = slope of the linear relationship between temperature and 
salt content of the brine 

e = temperature, 0c, 

Schwerdtfeger uses the ,conductivities of NaCl and Na 2 S04 solutions given by Lange 
and Forker (1952) to determine kb. 

kb = (1.25 + 0.030 0 + 0.00014 02 ) x 10-3 cal sec·1 cm-1 c-1 (D7) 

Schwerdtfeger finally states that these equations are good for temperatures down to 
-8.20 C and that the conductivity should approach that for freshwater ice as the tem
perature approaches -40° C. 

Table D 1 summarizes the computed thermal properties of sea ice as de
termined from the above equations. 

Table Dl. Speeifie Heat e;; Thernraleonductivify ks and-Thermal Diffusivity Ks 
of Sea Ice for Various Salinities, Temperatures and Densities 

(Schwerdtfeger, 1963a) 

Units for c,: cal.g.-1 ° C.-1, units fork,: cal. cm.-r ° C.-r scc.-1, units for K,: cm.:.z scc.-r 

'>alini41 Temperature c, 
0·850 

Density of ie1 g.cm.-3 
0·875 0·900 %0 oc. 0·92 k.x103 K1 x103 k.x 103 K,x 103 k.x 103 K,x 103 k,x 103 ,x 103 

-I o·.j.8 4·48 11 •2 4·66 II• I 4·86 11·25 
-2 o·..S 4·48 11 ·2 4·66 II' I 4·86 11·25 

0 =a o·..S 4·..S 11 ·2 4·66 II• I 4·86 11 '25 
o·..S 4·48 11 ·2 4·66 11 ·2 4·86 I I ·25 

-I 10·00 4· 11 o·f 4·27 0·39 4'3: o·~ 4·59 0·50 
-2 2·~ 4·29 I• 5 4·46 I' 7 4· 3 J • 

=3 o· 4·37 3'91 4·~ 3'g6 4·74 ro2 
0•53 4·41 ·36 4· ·47 4·79 ·59 

-I 22·5 3·75 0·1g6 3·~ 0·~7 4·01 0·1g8 4· 1B o· 199 
-2 4·~ 4· 10 0·97 4·2 o· ··i2 0·99 ··3 1 ·00 

4 =a I• 2 4·27 rog 4'44 r13 4· 2 r'7 4· I 3·21 
0·77 4·36 ·65 4·54 ·74 4·72 ·81 

-I 42·00 3·05 o·:u 3'8l o·oS.f 3·24 o·oS.f 3·31 o·o83 
-2 9·46 3·74 o· 3· 0·467 3·99 0·46g 4· 12 0·472 

8 -4 2·75 4·07 1 ·74 4·23 1 ·76 4·39 1·78 4·55 1 ·79 
-8 1 •05 4·24 4·75 4·41 4·8o 4·59 4·86 4·77 4·91 
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d. Emissivity. The only values reported by Dorsey ( 1940) are those of E. 
Schmidt: wet ice, e = 0.966 ± 0.003°, and transparent ice at -9.6° C, € = 0.965 ± 0.003°. 
No wavelength range is given. 

Figure D2 shows the spectral emissivity as determined from the compil· 
ation of the optical properties of ice by Irvine and Pollack (1968). They were comput· 
ed by Young ( 1970) from the equations 

(D8) 

and e = 1 - R, 

where nr = the real part of the index of refraction 

"i = the imaginary part of the index of refraction 

R = reflectivity 

e = emissivity. 

It should be noted that the values shown in Fig. D2 are for laboratory 
specimens (polished). Actual values for a natural surface are probably higher. Young 
( 1970), for instance, reports a reflectivity decrease of 50 percent in less than 0.5 hour 
for a single-crystal (Mendenhall Glacier) specimen at a wavelength of 3.3 µm. He attrib
utes this change to sublimation. This surface change may also reduce or effectively 
eliminate the sharp variations between 3 and 4 µm and between 10 and 14 µmin Fig. D2. 

e. Scattering, Absorption, and Extinction of Solar Radiant Energy. Exten-
sive in situ determinations of scattering, absorption, and extinction in plateau (glacier) 
ice and sea ice made by Weller and Schwerdtfeger (1967) in Antarctica give the follow· 
ing results. For glacier ice, the extinction coefficient decreased from 0.230 cm· 1 just 
below the surface to a constant value of 0.007 cm·1 at depths of 20 cm and greater. 
Extinction in sea ice was 0.012 cm· 1

• Using the model of Dunkle and Gier (1953) to 
separate absorption and scattering in glacier ice, they determined the absorption coef fi. 
cient of glacier ice to be O.OOll cm·1 and scattering to be 0.0205 cm·1• The separation 
was not determined for sea ice. 

They compare their sea ice extinction values with those of Bunt ( 1960), 
0.013 cm·1 for summer sea ice in the Antarctic, and Thomas (1963), 0.0ll cm· 1 for sea 
ice at Barrow, Alaska. 
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3. Snow. 

a. Specific and Latent Heats. The specific heat and the latent heat of snow 
are considered to he the same as for ice. 

b. Thermal Conductivity. The transmission of nonradiant energy through 
snow takes place by water vapor diffusion, the transport of sensible heat due to air 
movement, and by conduction between snow grains. Accordingly, it is dependent on 
temperature gradient, vapor pressure gradient, snow density, grain structure, tempera
ture, and its environment with regard to air circulation. Density is apparently the most 
important parameter, and practically all conductivity determinations have been report
ed as functions of density only. Figure D3 shows, however, that these values have con
siderable variation, and in fact, actual individual values show a much greater variation 
toward the origin in Fig. D3 than is suggested by the curves. The investigators no doubt 
forced their equations toward a value of zero or the conductivity of air as the snow den
sity approached zero. 

The curve by Van Dusen (1929), k = (.05 + p + 5.2p3 ) x 10-3 , is his 
compilation from six investigators, including Abels. Schwerdtfeger's theoretical curve 
was plotted using values obtained from his log-1og plot {Schwerdtfeger, l963b) passing 
a smooth curve through the points. The most comprehensive measurements by a single 
investigator appear to he those of Devaux (1933), who worked in the density range 
from 0.1 to 0.6 gm/cm 3 using three different methods of determination, which gave 
similar results. His equation for conductivity as a function of density is k = 7( 1 + 100p2 ) 

x 10-5 cal sec·1 cm·1 c- 1• It may he noted that Devaux's curve generally falls in the mid
dle of the other curves in Fig. D3, hut to say that it is the most correct one would he 
somewhat conjectural at this stage in our understanding of the subject. 

Possibly the next most important mechanism after true conductivity is 
the heat transfer associated with vapor diffusion, hut apparently not many investigators 
have studied it. Yen (1969), in his review of recent studies on snow properties, men
tions only the work of Z. Yosida (1950) with regard to vapor diffusion induced only by 
a thermal gradient. "Y osida concluded that vapor diffusion is independent of snow den
sity, and in terms of an equivalent thermal conductivity the energy transfer can he ex
pressed as 2.2 x 10"4 (dO/dx) cal sec·1 cm·2 . As Yen notes, this value indicates that 
vapor diffusion is a major factor for heat transfer in low density snow. Y osida does not 
indicate* a temperature dependence for vapor diffusion, but since it involves vapor pres
sure and vapor density it is probably quite temperature dependent. Dorsey ( 1940), for 
instance, shows on page 601 an order of magnitude change in vapor density saturated 
with respect to ice in the temperature range from 0° C to -25° C. 

* I am indebted to Dr. Yoshisuke Nakano for his assistance with Z. Yosida's paper, which is in Japanese. 
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c. Emissivity. Our present knowledge of the emissivity of snow must be 
considered inadequate. The determinations that have been made give total emissivity 
or emittance (emittance being interpreted as relative emissivity, or measurements un
corrected for experimental influences; i.e., sample thickness, sample holder, etc.). 

Falkenberg ( 1928) determined the emissivity of melting snow to be 
greater than 0.995. 

Dunkle and Gier ( 1955) made emittance measurements on snow and 
cracked ice of two different size ranges and on snow at various temperatures. Their 
results are shown in Table D2 and Fig. D4. These results show emissivity increasing 
with grain size, but whether or not this is true throughout the infrared spectrum is 
unknown. 

Table D2. Emittance of Snow and Crushed Ice (Dunkle and Gier, 1955) 

Description 

Very fine, soft snow (similar to frost) 
Granular-snow, grnins approx l/_32in. (0.8 mm) diam. 
Crushed ice > 0.8 mm 
Very finely crushed ice 
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0.95 
0.81 

Fig. 04. Emittance versus temperature for snow. (Dunkle and Gier, 1955.) 
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d. Reflectivity. Depending as they do on the snow, environmental, and 
measuring conditions, the reported values of snow reflectivity (also called albedo and 
reflectance) are extremely variable and to some degree contradictory. It is generally 
agreed, however, .that for the visible spectrum (0.3 < X > 0. 7 µm) it is a maximum for 
new, dry snow and a minimum for old, wet snow. B. L. Hansen, in Mantis (1951), has 
determined that new snow closely approximates a Lambertian surface; other snow sur
faces have various degrees of specularity, the obviousness of which is dependent on. 
lighting conditions; i.e., primarily sky conditions. As a consequence of specularity, 
the reflectivity depends on incidence angle and, therefore, solar altitude and slope of 
the snow surface. 

Figure D5 shows the spectral reflectively as measured by five investi
gators. Presumably these results are all for clean snow. The presence of surface con
taminants would, of course, greatly reduce reflectivity. 
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Fig. 05. Spectral reflectivity versus wavelength for shortwave radiant energy on snow. 
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Disregarding the effect of surface contaminants, the onset of the light 
season in polar areas finds the reflectivity (albedo) of the snow surface at its maximum 
because of its near maximum thickness and minimum degradation by thermal processes 
and, also, because of the low solar altitude. An example of the progressive change of 
albedo with advancement of the light season is given by Weller (1968) from his measure
ments on sea ice in Antarctica. His values for mean monthly albedo were June, 0.90; 
July, 0.90; August, 0.75; September, 0.70; October, 0.56; November (first half), 0.52. 
Liljequist (1956) shows a reduction of shortwave albedo (0.3 <A. < 3 to 4 µm) of 0.13 
to 0.17 percent per degree increase of solar altitude in the range from 10 degrees to 40 
degrees for the months of November and December at Maudheim under clear sky condi
tions. This linear relationship appears to hold only when there is no significant diurnal 
change of the snow properties; i.e., melting or incipient melting and refreezing, as 
Liljequist's results for January afternoons deviate considerably from a linear relationship. 

e. Extinction. The rate at which the intensity of radiant energy diminishes 
with depth in snow apparently depends on numerous factors having a complex inter
action - density, grain size, grain shape, homogeneity, wavelength of the radiant energy, 
and possibly others. Dunkle and Gier (1953) developed a model relating absorption and 

-seattering-to-totaLextinction,hut not enough investigations have been conducted to suf
ficiently quantify extinction itself, much less its absorption and scattering components. 

Gerdel (1948), Amhach and Habicht (1962) and Weller and Schwerdt
feger (1967) have made some measurements and have related them to density. These 
results are shown in Fig. D6. 

4. Soil. 

a. Specific Heat. From tests on six dry soils ranging from silt to gravelly 
sand, Kersten (1949) shows an approximately linear temperature dependence of specific 
heat in the range from 0° F (-18° C) to 140° F (60° C). His specific heat values range 
from 0.16 ± 0.009 cal/gm 0 c at -18° C to 0.19 ± 0.003 at 60° C. For temperatures 
from 0 to -20° C, the specific heat would, therefore, he in the range from 0.15 to 0.175 
cal/gm °C. The volumetric specific heat of the dry solids fraction would he obtained 
by multiplying by the specific gravity, and the volumetric specific heat of a soil mass 
would he obtained by addition of the volumetric specific heats of the solid, ice, and 
water fractions (air may usually he neglected), each weighted by their percentage of 
the total volume. 

b. Thermal Conductivity. Figures D7 and D8 show the thermal conductivi
ties for sandy soils and for silt and clay, respectively, as determined by Kersten (1949), 
who states that the values have an accuracy of plus or minus 25 percent. The upper set 
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of curves in each figure is for frozen conditions and the lower set is for unfrozen condi
tions. Moisture contents are in percent of dry weight. 

5. Conversion Factors. 
1 lb/ft 3 = 0.0160 gm/cm3 

1 Btu/(hr-ft-°F) = 0.00414 cal/(sec cm0 C) = 0.0173 watts/(cm0 C) 
1 cal/sec = 4.18 watts 
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APPENDIXE 

TUK EXPERIMENT DATA 

Table El. Temperatures (-0 C) in Ice Over Water at the Tuk Experiment Site, 1969 

Date De~th (cm) 
Time O* 15 30 45 60.5 76.5 106 136.5 167 

9 Mar 11.2 11.0 10.7 8.9 7.7 4.0 1.3 0.4 

11 Mar 11.9 10.7 9.5 8.4 7.4 6.3 4.1 1.7 0.6 

16 Mar 16.2 13.5 11.7 10.0 8.4 6.8 4.3 1.8 0.5 
1130 

22 Mar 20.4 17.5 14.9 12.7 10.5 8.5 5.4 2.1 0.2 
1930 

-23 Mar 21.4 18.6 15.8 13.4 11.2 9.0 5.7 2.5 0.4 
1500 
25 Mar 22.5 19.2 16.4 14.1 11.9 10.1 6.3 3.0 0.5 
0835 
28 Mar 21.9 19.1 16.7 14.6 12.7 10.7 6.7 3.2 0.4 
0845 

3 Apr 13.9 12.4 11.3 10.4 9.4 8.3 5.9 3.2 0.5 
0640 

15 Apr 8.4 7.4 6.4 5.7 5.1 4.6 3.4 2.0 0.5 
1130 

27 Apr 7.1 6.4 5.9 5.5 5.0 4.5 3.2 1.8 0.5 
0830 

29 Apr 5.4 5.2 5.0 4.8 4.5 4.1 3.1 1.8 0.6 
0825 

1 May 5.6 4.8 4.2 3.9 3.7 3.4 2.6 1.6 0.6 
0830 

3 May 2.3 2.9 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.0 2.4 1.6 0.7 
1910 

5 May 3.0 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 1.7 1.1 0.5 
0840 

8 May 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.3 0.9 0.5 
0925 

* Snow/ice interface. 
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Table E2. Soil Temperatures (-0 C) at the Tuk Experiment Site, 1969 

Date DeEth (cm) 
Time 0* 9 25 40 70 100.5 130 

9 Mar 14.7 17.4 18.1 18.2 18.0 17.7 17.4 

11 Mar 18.6 18.4 18.2 18.2 18.1 17.9 

16 Mar 25.1 24.3 23.2 22.2 19.6 18.5 17.9 
1140 

22 Mar 28.1 26.3 25.3 24.3 21.4 20.1 19.1 
1940 

23 Mar 27.4 27.0 25.9 24.8 21.5 20.0 19.0 
1515 

25 Mar 29.7 28.0 26.7 25.5 22.4 21.0 19.8 
0845 

28 Mar 27.7 27.4 26.4 25.5 22.8 21.5 20.4 
0855 

3 Apr 18.7 18.5 18.5 111.1 19.4- l 0 c;:_ .... -., . ._, 19;4 
0650 

15 Apr 11.9 13.2 13.6 13.8 14.7 15.2 15.6 
1110 

27 Apr 9.6 10.7 11.2 11.7 13.1 13.6 13.8 
0820 

29 Apr 7.7 8.6 9.4 10.0 12.2 12.8 13.3 
0840 

1 May 6.9 8.3 8.7 9.2 11.0 11.8 12.4 
0835 

3 May 2.7 3.6 5.6 6.9 10.0 11.2 11.9 
1425 

5 May 4.5 4.9 5.4 5.9 8.8 10.0 11.0 
0850 

8 May 1.8 2.5 3.7 4.6 7.7 9.0 10.0 
0935 

*Snow/soil interface. 
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Table E3. Temperatures (-0 q in Ice Frozen to the Bottom at the 
Tuk Experiment Site 

Date DeEth (cm) 
Time 0 10 20 30 50 80 llO* 

22 Mar 19.7 17.7 17.0 15.9 14.2 11.6 9.l 
1915 

23 Mar 20.7 18.3 17.0 16.0 14.0 11.6 9.0 
1530 
25 Mar 19.6 18.4 17.4 16.4 14.6 12.0 9.4 
0820 
28 Mar 20.2 18.5 17.3 16.4 14.7 12.1 9.5 
0815 

3Apr 13.7 13.2 12.9 12.6 11.9 10.7 8.2 
0615 

15Apr 9.8 9.0 8.6 8.4 8.2 7.7 6.8 
lllO 

27 Apr 8.3 8.1 8.1 8.1 7.9 7.2 6.4 
0810 

29 Apr 6.8 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.0 6.0 
0820 

1 May 6.7 6.4 6.3 6.3 6.2 6.0 5.6 
0820 
3 May 4.3 5.0 4.4 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.5 
1400 

5 May 4.6 4.5 4.6 4.7 5.1 5.1 5.0 
0830 

8May 2.9 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.5 
0915 

*Ice/soil interface 
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Table E4. Flights Accomplished at Tuktoyaktuk, 1969 

Date Time Hours Comment 
(PST) 

20 Mar* 1545-1645 1.0 Tuk local 

21 Mar 0945-1025 0.7 Tuk local 

21 Mar 1430-1530 1.0 Tuk local 

22 Mar 1340-1415 0.6 Tuk local 

22 Mar 1615-1700 0.8 Tuk local 

11 Apr 1530-1945 4.3 Tuk Site and ice camp 

12 Apr 1100-1330 2.5 Tuk local 

22 Apr 1540-2040 5.0 Flight to Sachs Harbon on ice reconnaissance 

23 Apr 0830-0920 0.8 Tuk Site, landed early because of weather 

23Apr 1035-1230 0.9 Tuk Site and coast to N. of Tuk_ 

24Apr 1340-1920 5.7 DECCA lane count flight 

25 Apr 0945-1210 2.4 Exp. Site and coast to N. 

2 May 0255-0600 3.1 Exp. Site and coast to N. 

2 May 0840-1925 9.8 Flight to Cape Andresenand Mould Bay 
(1 hour on ground at Mould Bay) 

*Flights of 20-22 Mar were with a helicopter. Flights after 22 March were with a Beechcraft. 
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Table E5. Coastline Temperature Differentials and Related Data 

Date Time Solar Alt. Air Temp. Sky Cond. Wind No.of Avg.~T ~T Range 
{1969} {Note l} {deg.} !oq {mEh} Obs. {oq 

20 Mar 1445-1545 15-10 -30 overcast 15 unknown 1 ±0.3 (Note 2) 

21 Mar 0900-0910 14 -34 10 8 2.6 1to4 

21 Mar 1335-1410 19-17 -30 7 5 1.4 1.1 to 1.9 

22 Mar 1300-1310 20 -33 IO 5 0.5 0.2 to 0.6 

22 Mar 1520-1540 12 -32 IO 7 0.4 0.3 to 0.5 

II Apr 1515-1530 20 - 9 clear 15 13 0.4 0.2 to 0.6 

17 Apr 1010-1115 26-28 -12 thin o 'cast, IO 11 0.5 0.4to 0.7 
hazy sun 

22 Apr 1920-1930 4 -14 thin o 'cast, IO 5 1.3 0.6 to 1.8 
It. snow -CJ1 

*'" 23Apr 0800-0815 22 -14 snow showers IO 21 0.9 0.6 to 1.2 

23 Apr 1000-lllO 32 -14 high, thin IO 23 0.6 0.2 to I.I 
o 'cast, scat 

middle cld 

24Apr 1310-1810 33-12 -13 to -15 clear 20-25 36 0.5 -0.5 to 0.9 

(drifting snow) (Note 3) 

25 Apr 0910-0945 27-29 -11 clear 25 IO 0.1 0 to 0.4 

(drifting snow) 

2 May 0240-0430 <0-7 - 7 ptly. cldy. 

o 'cast to cast 0-5 12 0.3 0 to 0.9 

Note 1. Time =Local Std. Time = Pacific Std. Time (Tuk time) - 1 hr. 
Note 2. From direct reading of radiometer (recorder failed). 
Note 3. Minus values indicate land warmer than ice. 



Table E6. Cold Fringe Opservations 

Date Time Solar Alt. Air Temp. Sky Cond. Wind No. Avg.1T .1T Range 
(1969) (Local Std.) (deg.) (OC) (mph) Obs. (C) 

25 Apr 0910-0945 27-29 -11 clear 25 7 0.2 0.1to0.3 -C.Jl 2 May 0245-0430 1-7 - 7 ptly. cldy. 0-5 24 0.5 0.2 to I.I C.Jl 

2 May 1700-1710 19 +3 clear 5 3 1.3 0.9 to 1.5 



Table E7. Snowdrift Temperatulre Differentials 

Pt. Date Time Air Temp. Solar Alt. Air Mass1 No. bbs. Avg. Surface dT{0C} A2 Sky Wind 
No. (PST) (0 C) Temp. Max. Min. Avg. 

1 31 Mar 1528·1554 ·12 19 3.2 4 -13.8 2.1 1.0 1.6 3.75 Clear Fresh (est. 
15-20 mph) 

2 1 Apr 0800-0822 -18 11 5.1 4 -19.1 2.0 0 1.0 3.53 Clear Fresh (est. 
15-20 mph) 

3 1 Apr 1310-1335 -12 25 2.4 3 -13.6 4.6 2.6 3.5 5.00 Clear Moderate 
(10-15 mph) 

4 2 Apr 1500-1551 -9 22-20 2.8 5 -11.6 6.6 2.5 4.3 3.22 Clear Very light 
(less than 5) 

'""' 
5 2 Apr 1553-1606 -9 19 3.2 io -11.9 4.8 2.0 3.3 2.81 Clear Very light 

CJl 

°' 6 2Apr 1833-1905 -13 7-4 10.5 21 -15.5 2.7 0.9 1.5 1.24 Clear Very light 

7 2 Apr 1912-1927 -13 3-2 17.5 19 -15.8 2.2 0.6 1.6 0.74 Clear Very light 

8 3Apr 1907-1932 -14 3 15.6 22 -17.1 1.7 0.1 0.9 0.90 Clear Very light 

9 4Apr 1528-1558 -16 20 3.0 19 -15.0 12.1 2.8 8.3 5.34 Clear Calm 

10 4Apr 1600-1622 -16 18 2.7 16 -16.5 10.5 3.6 7.2 5.93 Clear Calm 

11 8Apr 1057-1119 -6 24 2.5 7 -6.3 1.3 0 0.8 2.40 Thin Light (est. 
o'cast 5-10 mph) 

12 8Apr 1832-1838 -11 9 6.2 4 -12.5 3.4 3.0 3.1 1.78 Clear Light 

1. From Bemporad, Encyclopedia of Physics, F. Moller, Vol. 48, p. 158. 
2. A = ratio of Air Temperature to Air Mass. 



Table EB. Snow Surface Temperatures Co111pared to Air Temperatures 

Date Time Air Temp Avg Surface Temp. No: Obs Sky Wind Comment 
(OC) (OC) 

12 Mar A.M. -28.5 -28.5 4 ptly. cldy. light daylight 

27 1310-1345 -27 -27 9 clear light sunny 

27 1748-1830 -28 -29.8 17 clear calm to light sunny 
~ 

CJ1 27 2050-2118 -31 
--1 

.34 6 clear calm to light after sunset 

28 0518-0551 -33.5 -36.5 7 clear calm pre-sunrise 

28 0924-0941 -29.5 -31 4 clear calm sunny 

3 Apr 0455-0529 -19.5 -20.9 13 thin o'cast calm pre-sunrise 

9 1030-1043 -9 -9.4 12 heavy o'cast calm to light light snow 

28 0225-0400 -12 -12.9 25 clear light pre-sunnse 
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APPENDIX F 

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 

1. Infrared Scanner. The scanner used on Project Bold Survey was a modified 
Reconnofax IV manufactured by the H.R.B.-Singer Co. and modified by the University 
of Michigan. It was operated with a mercury-doped germanium detector filtered for a 
pass band from 8 to 14 µm. The scan angle was 120 degrees, and the instantaneous 
field of view was 3 milliradians. 

2. Precision Radiation Thermometer. Apparent surface temperatures (irradiance 
at the radiometer aperture) were measured with a precision radiation thermometer, 
Barnes Engineering Co. Model PRT-5, serial number 179. The sensing element is a 
thermistor bolometer mounted in a temperature controlled reference cavity. Incident 
radiant energy is filtered for a nominal pass band of 8 to 14 µm and is compared con
tinuously to the energy emitted from a controlled, internal target by means of a gold
surfaced chopper rotating in front of the lens. The energy difference between incom
ing radiant energy and the radiant energy from the constanttemperaturereferencetar· 
get produces a voltage that can be reduced to radiance or irradiance at the aperture or 
to equivalent blackbody temperature on the basis of prior calibration with known 
blackbody sources in the laboratory. The gain stability is stated by the manufacturer 
to be better than 0.1 percent. Figure Fl shows the normalized spectral response of the 
instrument as reported by the Barnes Co. 

The nominal field of view is 2 degrees (35-m-diameter area at 1000 m), and 
the effective radiometric field of view is 0.002 steradians (50-m-diameter area at 1000 m). 

PRT-5 No. 179 has a nonstandard calibration for measurement of equivalent 
blackbody temperatures from -42° C to +65° C divided into three ranges, -42 to +3, 
-11 to +33, and + 19 to +65, and the manufacturer states the accuracy to be 0.5° C and 
the sensitivity to be better than 0.1°C. The response (time constant) of tlie instrument 
is 0.5 sec at 0.3-cps bandwidth, 0.050 sec at 3-cps bandwidth and 0.005 sec at 30-cps 
bandwidth. 

Figure F2 shows how the radiometer was mounted on a common mount and 
aligned with an automatic 35-mm camera. Alignment was accomplished by the use of 
a dual target consisting of optical and thermal components with their centers arranged 
as a mirror image of the radiometer and camera axes. The thermal target was a circular 
aluminum disk 10 cm in diameter and approximately 1.2 cm thick that was painted a 
flat black on the front side and heated electrically on the back side, thereby providing 
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Fig. Fl. Normalized spectral response of the PRT-5. (Barnes Engineering Co.) 

a highly emissive, isothermal, hot surface which filled the radiometer field of view at a 
distance of approximately 200 cm. The thermal target was placed in the center of a 
40- x 40-cm piece of cardboard on which the optical target was drawn at the appropri
ate position. Alignment of the radiometer and camera was then accomplished by care
fully positioning the mount 200 cm in front of the target and then rotating the radiom
eter and camera to maximize the radiometer output and to align a recticle in the cam
era's focal plane with the lens axis and the center of the optical target. Periodic checks 
showed that parallelism between the camera and radiometer axes was maintained with
in about 1/ 4 degree. 

3. Camera. The camera used was a 35-mm Robot with a 45-mm, f2.8 lens and 
automatic timer, shutter release, and film advance. A 200-foot film magazine provided 
more than enough film for each flight. The timer was set for each series of photographs 
on the basis of the altitude and the pilot's estimate of ground speed to obtain 60 per
cent overlap on adjacent photographs. However, the estimate of ground speed was 
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Radiometer and 35-mm eamera on common mount for '""''""'""'"""' 
alignment of axes. of mount 
.,""'"'"""" axes and in the desired pas1t1on, 
instruments in the laboratory and mounting them in the aircraft. (Mount was 
in the machine shop at the U.S. Cold and Lahora-

Hanover, New Hampshire, by Mr. A. S. Tuthill.) 

often in error, usually too and 60 percent overlap was not obtained. This, 
of course, precluded study of all the photographed areas. An electrical 
pulse was with each and was recorded on one of the four channels 
of the thereby facilitating the correlation of the photographs with the 
radiometric data. 

4. Tape Recorder. The magnetic tape recorder was a PFM-15 Data 
Recorder. This four-channel FM recorder with a frequency rP"nrnn"P 

one channel of which may used for audio. It has a 
per The used were 1/4-inch x 1800-foot ,,,,,,T .. •• 
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Only three of the four channels were used, one for the radiometer, one for 
the camera pulse and one for in-flight commentary. It was shock-mounted in the 
aircraft. 

5. Strip Chart Recorder. In addition to being recorded on tape, the radiometer 
signal was recorded on a shock-mounted Esterline-Angus paper chart recorder. This 
permitted continuous, real-time viewing of the radiometer output and provided for 
written notes correlated in time with the signal. It also facilitated positive identification 
of the trace when played back from the magnetic tape. The recorder had variable chart 
speeds up to 12 inches per second, and it took 1/8 second for full scale (4~-inch) de
flection. Even though such a slow trace speed is not compatible with the radiometer's 
response, it was sufficient for most purposes. 

6. Thermocouples. Subsurface temperatures were measured with copper· 
constantan thermocouples made from No. 24 Brown and Sharpe gauge wire manu· 
factured by the Minneapolis Honeywell Company, catalog number 009BIN4. Three 
sets of thermocouples were used, two sets of seven and one set of nine, for measure
ment at depths as indicated in Tables El to E3. The zero centigrade point of each 
thermocouple was checked with an ice-water hath. All thermocouples were read with 
the same potentiometer (described below), hut two different connecting arrangements 
were used. 

The units used for soil temperatures and for temperatures in ice over water 
were preassemhled in the laboratory using a twelve position switch (Leeds and Northrup 
catalog number 31-3-0-2) mounted in a I-foot.long section of 4-inch aluminum pipe 
capped at both ends. Assembly was completed by filling the terminal side of the pipe 
with Minerallac potting compound Number 104 prior to calibration. The thermocouple 
wires were taped together at a number of points, and the distance between thermo
couples was checked while they were held in a straight line with a force of 1 kg. The 
accuracy of the depths indicated in Tables El and E2 is considered to be about I cm, 
as the calibration tension could only he approximated during installation. 

In the case of the thermocouples used for temperatures in ice frozen to the 
bottom, the string of seven thermocouples was assembled at Tuk after the required 
length (depth to the ice-soil interface) could he determined. The same type of wire 
was used but without a selector switch. The thermocouples were read by connecting 
them individually to the potentiometer, hut the temperatures thus obtained are con
sidered to have the same accuracy as the other temperatures, and their depth accuracy 
was also similar. 

7. Potentiometer. The potentiometer used for reading the thermocouples was 
a Robicon Model 2735-S. This is a combination millivolt and temperature (degrees 
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centigrade) calibrated instrument with a range from -2. 78 to + 10.04 mv in 10 steps. 
The temperature calibrated range is from -80° C to +26° C for copper-constantan ther
mocouples. The instrument's accuracy is reported by the manufacturer to he 0.010 
mv plus 0.05 percent of the dial reading at ambient temperatures from 10° C to 250 C. 
Calibration of the potentiometer was checked with the laboratory standard at the U.S. 
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire, 
before it was shipped to Tuk. Upon checking the calibration of the thermocouple 
string assembled at Tuk it was found that all seven thermocouples indicated +0.20 C in 
an ice-water bath in a thermos bottle. This error was attributed to the potentiometer 
and all temperatures were corrected accordingly. Thus the temperatures indicated in 
Tables El to E3 are all 0.2 degrees lower than originally observed. 

Air temperatures in which the potentiometer was used were as cold as -34° C 
which far exceeds the temperature range for the accuracy indicated by the manufacturer. 
However, the instrument was kept in an insulated case, and the last reading was taken 
within 45 minutes of the time that it was taken from its warm storage place. Cooling 
of the instrument required constant checking and rezeroing of the galvanometer, which 
was done as carefully as possible, and temperatures were of ten read two or three times. 
The differences between readings on these occasions usually ranged from 0.0 to 0.4 de
grees, with a maximum variation as large-as-1- degree occurring-only-rarely. It is thought 
that a conservative estimate of temperature accuracy would be about 0.5 degrees for at 
least 90 percent of the measurements. The consistency of the thermal profiles tends to 
confirm this estimate. 

8. Other Equipment. The remainder of the major items of equipment were: 

SIPRE ice thickness kit. 

SIPRE coring auger. 

Zeiss N i-2 self-leveling level. 

Ski-Doo "Olympic" snowmobile and toboggan for field transportation. 

The aircraft used were a Bell 204-B helicopter and a twin Beechcraft. 
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